This is an index of all the current rules that have been filed and published up to and including June 30, 2019.

Suggestions for the improvement of the index or a report of errors and omissions will be appreciated.

ABORTIONS
Generally, Ch. Med 11

ACCOUNTANTS AND ACCOUNTING
Certification, individuals, Ch. Accy 2
Endorsement, Ch. Accy 3
Licensure:
  Firms, Ch. Accy 5
  Individuals, Accy 2.501
Peer review, Ch. Accy 6
Rule enforcement, Ch. Accy 4
Rules of conduct, Ch. Accy 1

ACUPUNCTURISTS
Certification, Ch. SPS 71
Discipline, grounds for, Ch. SPS 73
Practice, standards of, Ch. SPS 72

ADJUSTMENT SERVICE COMPANIES
Generally, Ch. DFI−Bkg 73

ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT
Architect/engineer services, selecting and contracting, Ch. Adm 20
Charitable fund drive, payroll deduction, Ch. Adm 30
Clean water fund, Ch. Adm 35
Community development block grant program, Ch. Adm 83
Comprehensive planning and transportation planning grants, Ch. Adm 48
Contract compliance, Ch. Adm 50
Contractual services, procurement, Ch. Adm 10
  Housing cost grants, Ch. Adm 89
  Real estate trust accounts, interest, Ch. Adm 91
  Transitional housing, Ch. Adm 87
  Wis. local housing organization grant program, Ch. Adm 83
Land information program, Ch. Adm 47
Low income assistance, Ch. Adm 45
Fee, non−municipal electric utility, Ch. Adm 43
Minority business certification program, Ch. Adm 84
Motor vehicles, operation and parking on state property, Ch. Adm 1
Nuclear power plants, fee schedule, Ch. Adm 42
Payroll deductions, charitable purposes, Ch. Adm 30
Plat review fees, Ch. Adm 180
Public records, transfer to optical imaging, Ch. Adm 49
Proceedings, Ch. Adm 45
Practice, standards of, Ch. SPS 72

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
See Procedure, Agency Rules of

ADOPTIONS
Children with special needs:
  State assistance, facilitation, Ch. DCF 50
Preadoption training, Ch. DCF 51

Information search and disclosure, Ch. DCF 53
State information center, Ch. DCF 49

ADULT AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
See Technical College System
Correspondence courses, for−profit schools, Safety and Professional Services Department — Educational Approval

ADVERTISING
Auctions, Ch. SPS 123
Direct marketing, Ch. ATCP 127
Eggs, unfair practices, Ch. ATCP 68
Employment, deceptive offers, Ch. ATTCP 116
Gasoline, Ch. ATTCP 113
Home solicitation selling, Ch. ATTCP 127
Insurance, accident and sickness, deceptive practices, Ins 3.27
Motor vehicle dealer’s business sign, Trans 138.06
Outdoor, along federally funded highways, Ch. Trans 201
Price comparison advertising, Ch. ATTCP 124
Real estate, Ch. ATTCP 114
Universities and colleges, for−profit; unfair trade practices, Ch. SPS 405

AGRICULTURE, TRADE AND CONSUMER PROTECTION DEPARTMENT — GENERALLY
See also Agriculture; Trade Practices and Consumer Protection
Administrative orders and contested cases, Ch. ATTCP 1
Small business, rule enforcement discretion, ATTCP 1.40 to 1.42

AGRICULTURE
Animal feed, commercial, Ch. ATTCP 42
Agricultural development and promotion, Ch. ATTCP 61
Animal feeding operations (CAFO), Ch. NR 243
Animal health:
  Diseases and movement, Ch. ATTCP 10
  Dog sellers and facility operators, Ch. ATTCP 16
  Livestock branding, Ch. ATTCP 14
Livestock markets, dealers and truckers, Ch. ATTCP 12
Livestock premises registration, Ch. ATTCP 17
  Rabies control, local programs, Ch. ATTCP 13
  Wildlife disease management, NR 10.41
Buy local grant program, Ch. ATTCP 161
Chemical and container collection (Clean Sweep/program, Ch. ATTCP 34
Chemical cleanup program, Ch. ATTCP 35
County and district fairs, Ch. ATTCP 160
Dairy and dairy products:
  Manufacturing facility investment credit, Ch. ATTCP 163
Butter:
  Buttermaker’s license, ATTCP 69.01, 69.03
  Grading and labeling, Ch. ATTCP 85
Cheese:
  Cheddar, Ch. ATTCP 81
  Cheesemakers license, ATTCP 69.02, ATTCP 69.03
Advertising and labeling, Ch. ATTCP 83
  Milk marketing order, Ch. ATTCP 144
Milk and milk products, Ch. ATTCP 65
  Collection, sampling, transport, Ch. ATTCP 82
  Contractors, Ch. ATTCP 100
  Distributors, Ch. ATTCP 71
Laboratory certification, ATTCP 77.20 to 77.24
Producers, dairy plant payments to, Ch. ATTCP 100
Trade practices, Ch. ATTCP 103

Drainage districts, Ch. ATTCP 48
Employment, farming and agriculture:
  Minimum wage, WDD 272.05
  Minors, WDD 270.15
Environmental impact statements and assessments, Ch. ATTCP 3
Fairs, county and district, Ch. ATTCP 160
Farm mediation and arbitration program, Ch. ATTCP 162
Farmland preservation program, Ch. ATTCP 49
Farm, soil and water resource management program, grants, Ch. ATTCP 50
Fertilizer and pesticide bulk storage, Ch. ATTCP 33
Anhydrous ammonia, Ch. SPS 343
Groundwater protection program, Ch. ATTCP 31
Fish farms, ATTCP 10.60 to 10.67
Food safety:
  Egg grade, labeling and quality standards, Ch. ATTCP 88
  Food processing plants, Ch. ATTCP 70
  Food warehouses and milk distributors, Ch. ATTCP 71
Honey and maple syrup, Ch. ATTCP 87
Meat and poultry products, Ch. ATTCP 55
  Inedible; processing, identification and transportation, Ch. ATTCP 57
Milk and milk products, Ch. ATTCP 65
Restaurants and retail food establishments, Ch. ATTCP 75
Grain dealers and warehouse keepers, Ch. ATTCP 99
Grain grades; prohibitions, fees Ch. ATTCP 159
Humane officer training and certification, Ch. ATTCP 13

Investment tax credits:
  Dairy manufacturing facilities, Ch. ATTCP 163
  Food processing plants and food warehouses, Ch. ATTCP 165
  Meat processing facilities, Ch. ATTCP 164
  Woody biomass harvesting and processing, Ch. ATTCP 166
Laboratory certification, Ch. ATTCP 77
Licensing materials, Ch. ATTCP 41
Livestock markets, dealers, truckers, Ch. ATTCP 12
Livestock premises registration, Ch. ATTCP 17
Animal feeding operations (CAFO), Ch. NR 243
Marketing:
  Agricultural development and market promotion, Ch. ATTCP 161
  Agricultural marketing orders, agreements and boards, Ch. ATTCP 140
  Cherry marketing order, Ch. ATTCP 141
  Corn marketing order, Ch. ATTCP 143
  County and district fairs, Ch. ATTCP 160
  Cranberry marketing order, Ch. ATTCP 142
  Ginseng marketing order, Ch. ATTCP 148
  Honey, ATTCP 87.01 to 87.08
  Maple syrup, ATTCP 87.11 to 87.38
  Potato marketing agreement, Ch. ATTCP 151
  Potato marketing order, Ch. ATTCP 149
  Soybean marketing order, Ch. ATTCP 145
Pesticides:
  Bulk storage, Ch. ATTCP 33
  Chemical and container collection program, Ch. ATTCP 34
  Chemical cleanup program, Ch. ATTCP 35
  Groundwater protection program, Ch. ATTCP 31
  Limited use hazardous pesticides, Ch. NR 80
  Plant inspection and pest control, Ch. ATTCP 21
  Product restrictions, Ch. ATTCP 30
  Use and control, Ch. ATTCP 29
Seed labeling and sale, Ch. ATTCP 20
  Selling commodities by weight, measure and count, Ch. ATTCP 91
SLOW-MOVING VEHICLE EMBLEM, CH.

See pollution episode levels, CH.

PERMITS:

PARTICULATE EMISSIONS, CH.

ORGANIC COMPOUND EMISSIONS, CH.

NONCONTESTED CASE PUBLIC HEARINGS, PROCEDURE, CH.

NON-ATTAINMENT AREAS, CH.

NITROGEN COMPOUND EMISSIONS, CH.

MOTOR VEHICLES:

MERCURY EMISSIONS, CH.

MALODOROUS EMISSIONS, CH.

LOCAL PROGRAMS, CH.

HALOGENATED SOLVENT CLEANING OPERATIONS, CH.

EPISODE CONTROL ACTION PROGRAMS, CH.

ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES, CH.

DRY CLEANING FACILITIES, PERCHLOROETHYLENE, CH.

DEFINITIONS, CH.

CONTAMINANT EMISSION INVENTORY REPORTING

CARBON MONOXIDE EMISSIONS, CH.

BOILERS AND PROCESS HEATERS, CH.

BERYLLIUM EMISSIONS, CH.

AMBIENT AIR QUALITY, CH.

SEE ALSO:

AIR CONDITIONERS, RECYCLING REFRIGERANT, CH.

COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS; HVAC GENERALLY, CH.

ACID RAIN, CH.

COMMUNITY SERVICES, CH.

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION, CH.

ARTS BOARD

ARTS CHALLENGE INITIATIVE GRANTS, CH.

ASBESTOS

CERTIFICATION AND TRAINING COURSE REQUIREMENTS FOR ASBESTOS ACTIVITIES, CH.

ASSISTED LIVING FACILITIES

SCHOOLS

BANKING

SCHOOLS

BANKING

SCHOOLS

BUILDING PLANNING AND INSPECTION FEES, CH.

ACCESSIBILITY

THEFT PREVENTION, CH.

AMERICAN CHILDREN

AMUSEMENT RIDES

ANHYDROUS AMMONIA

ANIMAL HEALTH

See agriculture

APARTMENT BUILDINGS

See safety and professional services department — safety, buildings, and environment

APPRAISERS

CERTIFICATE RENEWAL, CH.

LICENSED, CH.

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT, CH.

APPRENTICESHIPS

CERTIFICATE RENEWAL, CH.

LICENSING, CH.

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT, CH.

GENERAL AND MEDIATION

SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS COMMISSION

FARM, FINANCIAL PROBLEMS, CH.

ARCHITECTS, PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS, DESIGNERS AND LAND SURVEYORS

ARCHITECT, REGISTRATION, CH.

AUTHORITY AND PURPOSE, CH.

BUILDING PLAN EXAMINATIONS AND APPROVALS, CH.

DESIGNER PERMIT, REGISTRATION, CH.

ENGINEERING, CONTINUING EDUCATION, CH.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES, CH.

LAND SURVEYOR:

CONTINUING EDUCATION, CH.

REGISTRATION, CH.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT, REGISTRATION, CH.

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT, CH.

ENGINEER, PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION, CH.

PROPERTY SURVEY, MINIMUM STANDARDS, CH.

REGISTRATION, FAILURE TO OBTAIN, A–E

SWIMMING POOL PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS, CH.

ARMED FORCES

SEE VETERANS; VETERANS AFFAIRS

ARTS BOARD

ARTS CHALLENGE INITIATIVE GRANTS, CH.

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS, CH.

GRANTING PROGRAM, CH.

ASBESTOS

CERTIFICATION AND TRAINING COURSE REQUIREMENTS FOR ASBESTOS ACTIVITIES, CH.

ASSISTED LIVING FACILITIES

RESIDENTIAL CARE APARTMENT COMPLEXES

ATHLETIC TRAINERS

CONDUCT STANDARDS, CH.

CONTINUING EDUCATION, CH.

EVALUATION AND TREATMENT PROTOCOL, CH.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES, CH.

LICENSE, CH.

AUCTIONEERS AND AUCTION COMPANIES

ADVERTISING, CH.

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION, CH.

AUTHORITY AND DEFINITIONS, CH.

CONDUCT, CH.

CONTRACTS, CH.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM, CH.

EXAMINATIONS, CH.

REGISTRATION, FAILURE TO OBTAIN, A–E

TRUST ACCOUNTS, CH.

AUDIOLOGY AND AUDIOLINGUISTS

CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS, CH.

HEARING IMPAIRED CHILDREN, CH.

LICENSE, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE, CH.

LICENSED AND STANDARDS OF CONDUCT, CH.

AUTOMOBILES

SEE MOTOR VEHICLES; TRANSPORTATION

BANKING

SEE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS DEPARTMENT

BARBERS

SEE ALSO COSMETOLOGY

GENERALY, CH.

BARTENDERS

SEE ALSO COSMETOLOGY

COSMETOLOGY COURSES OF INSTRUCTION, CH.

LICENSE, CONTINUING EDUCATION, CH.

LICENSE AND STANDARDS OF CONDUCT, CH.

REAL ESTATE SALES, CH.

TRUST ACCOUNTS, CH.

BEARS

SEE GAME AND HUNTING
Crop taxation, Ch. NR 46
Managed forest land, NR 46.15 to 46.25
Natural resources board policy:
Acquisition of land, NR 1.42
Coniferous plantation, establishment, NR 1.22
Disposition of land, NR 1.45
Private, NR 1.21
Post infestation, NR 35
Protection districts, Ch. NR 30
State, use, Ch. NR 45
Exhibit, wildlife, NR 16.35
Falconry, Ch. NR 18
Game refuges, Ch. NR 15
Grant programs,
Outdoor recreation, Ch. NR 50
Stewardship program, Ch. NR 51
Ginseng, protection, Ch. NR 28
Hunting and trapping:
Generally, Ch. NR 10
Chippewa treaty rights, Ch. NR 13
Closed areas, Ch. NR 11
State parks, NR 45.09
Tagging carcasses taken on Indian reservations, NR 19.11
Invasive species, Ch. NR 40
Lakes, public inland; protection and rehabilitation, Ch. NR 60
License and permit procedures, Ch. NR 8
Approval deadlines; licenses, permits for fur, fish, game, outdoor activities, NR 19.01
Conservation, waivers for educational recreational activity, NR 19.028
Live crayfish and crabs, possession, NR 19.27
Motorcycle recreation program, Ch. NR 65
Muskat, open season, NR 10.01
Natural resources board policies:
Generally, Ch. NR 1
For detailed analysis: See Natural Resources Department Procedures
Parks, state:
Classification, overnight lodging prohibited, NR 1.30
Disposition, NR 1.47
Use, Ch. NR 45
Pesticides, use and control, Ch. ATCP 29, Ch. NR 80
Scientific collector, permit, NR 19.11
Snowmobile
Snowmobile, rail crossings, NR 6.40 to 6.45
Snowmobilers:
Aid and grants for, Ch. NR 50
Equipment standards, rail crossings, Ch. NR 6
St. Croix river, use, NR 5.30 to 5.36
Stewardship grants, Ch. NR 51
Taxidermists, NR 19.28
Wildlife:
Amphibians and reptiles, native; possession and sale, NR 19.26
Captive wildlife, Ch. NR 16
Crayfish, frogs and turtles, seasons, limits, NR 19.27
Damage and nuisance control:
Generally, Ch. NR 12
Crab, marshes, muskrat control, NR 19.02
Control grants for urban areas, NR 50.23
Damage program, NR 19.75 to 19.84
Endangered list, Ch. NR 27
Feeding wild animals, NR 19.60
Frogs, seasons, limits, NR 19.27
Hunting and trapping, see Hunting and trapping, under this head
Protection of wild animal, NR 19.25
Turtles, hooking in trout streams, NR 20.07
Wild plants, protection, Ch. NR 28
Wild rice harvesting, closed season, NR 19.09
CONSUMER CREDIT TRANSACTIONS
See Financial Institutions Department
CONSUMER PROTECTION
See Advertising; Trade Practices and Consumer Protection
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
See also Narcotics and Drugs
Additions to statutory schedules, Ch. CSB 2
Dentists, requirements for dispensing, DE 5.02
Pharmacist, requirements for dispensing, Ch. Phar 8
Prescription drug monitoring program, Ch. CSB 4
Special use authorization, Ch. CSB 3
CORPSES
See Funeral Directors and Embalmers
CORRECTIONS
See also Juifs; Prisons
Adult institutions:
Administrative confinement, Ch. DOC 308
Classification, sentence and release provisions for inmates, Ch. DOC 320
Prison communities, Ch. DOC 321
Community supervision, Ch. DOC 328
Compensation for inmates, DOC 309.55
Crime victim assistance surcharge, DOC 309.465
Discipline, Ch. DOC 303
Extended supervision revocation procedure, Ch. DOC 331
Inmate activity groups, DOC 309.365
Inmate compensation, DOC 309.55
Inmate complaint procedure, Ch. DOC 310
Jails, safety and health standards, Ch. DOC 350
Leave for qualified inmates, Ch. DOC 326
Legal materials, assistance, access to, DOC 309.155
Living quarters, maintaining, DOC 309.245
Mail, DOC 309.04
Mental health placement, process, Ch. DOC 311
Mental health treatment for inmates, Ch. DOC 312
Observation status, Ch. DOC 311
Personal hygiene, DOC 309.24
Personal property, inmate, DOC 309.20
Prison industries, Ch. DOC 320
Probation, parole, or extended supervision revocation procedure, Ch. DOC 331
Publications, restrictions, DOC 309.05
Religious beliefs and practice, DOC 309.61
Resources for inmates, Ch. DOC 309
Security, Ch. DOC 306
Security classification, Ch. DOC 302
Sentence computation, Ch. DOC 302
Telephone calls, DOC 309.39, 309.405 to 309.42
Temporary release under supervision, Ch. DOC 325
Transportation upon release, DOC 309.495
Visitations, DOC 309.09 to 309.12
Work and study release, Ch. DOC 324
Alcohol and controlled substances, frequent testing program for probation, parole, extended supervision, Ch. Jus 19
Complaint procedures, Ch. DOC 310
Environmental policy implementation, Ch. DOC 335
Extended supervision revocation procedure, Ch. DOC 331
Hearings, revocation, procedure, Ch. HA 2
Inmate secure work program, Ch. DOC 304
Intensive sanctions:
Applicability, DOC 333.01
Discharge, DOC 333.24
Discipline, DOC 333.08
Escapes, DOC 333.17
Force, use of, DOC 333.14
Inmate complaints, DOC 333.26
Inmate funds, DOC 333.12
Inmate travel, DOC 333.23
Mechanical restraints, DOC 333.15
Searches, DOC 333.18, 333.19
Medical, dental and nursing care, copayment charges, Ch. DOC 316
Parole and extended supervision, policy and procedure, Ch. PAC 1
Probation, parole, or extended supervision revocation procedure, Ch. PAC 2
Searches within facilities, DOC 306.16 to 306.19
Sex offender registration:
Fee, DOC 332.19
Law enforcement notification, DOC 332.09
Locate requirement, DOC 332.15 to 332.18
Persons required to register, DOC 332.03
Registry:
Information, misuse of, DOC 332.13
Maintenance, DOC 332.04
Registry access:
Communities, DOC 332.11
General, DOC 332.07
General public, DOC 332.12
Victim notification, DOC 332.10
Sex offenders, child, pharmacological treatment, Ch. DOC 330
Wisconsin resource center, inmate complaint procedures, Ch. DHS 97
Youth in custody

WISCONSIN ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
4
Administrative confinement in type 1 secured facilities, Ch. DOC 374
Aftercare conduct and revocation, Ch. DOC 393
Assessment and case management, Ch. DOC 371
Child caring institutions; type 2, Ch. DOC 394
Complaint procedure in type 1 secured facilities, Ch. DOC 380
Conduct in type 1 secured facilities, Ch. DOC 373
Drug testing of youth on county supervision, type 2 status or aftercare, Ch. DOC 392
Furloughs, offgrounds leave and trial visits, Ch. DOC 381
Living conditions in type 1 secured facilities, Ch. DOC 379
Observation status in type 1 secured facilities, Ch. DOC 375
Psychotropic medication, use of, Ch. DOC 383
Secured facilities, type 2, Ch. DOC 396
Security in type 1 secured facilities, Ch. DOC 376

COSMETOLOGY
See also Barbers; Barbering and Cosmetology Schools
Apprenticeship, Ch. Cos 6
Continuing education, Ch. Cos 11
Definitions, Ch. Cos 1
Establishment requirements, Cos 3.01 to 3.04, 3.06
Examinations, Ch. Cos 7
Forfeitures, Ch. Cos 10
Inspections, Cos 3.05
License restoration and reinstatement, Ch. Cos 9
Practice and professional conduct, Ch. Cos 2
Reciprocity, Ch. Cos 8
Sanitation and safety, Ch. Cos 4
Schools and instructors: Courses of instruction, Ch. Cos 5
Licensing, Ch. SPB 61
Practical instructors, Ch. SPB 65
Regulation, Ch. SPB 62

COUNSELORS
See Marriage and Family Therapy, Professional Counseling and Social Work

COUNTIES
See also Municipalities
Early intervention services for children with developmental needs, agency designation and responsibility, Ch. DHS 90
Fairs, Ch. ATCP 160
Huber facilities, Ch. DOC 348
Human services agencies, personnel administration, Ch. DHS 5
Institutions, standards, sanitation, Ch. DHS 190
Patient rights, patient grievances, Ch. DHS 94
Register of deeds offices, electronic recording of documents, Ch. Adm 70
Self−insured health care benefits, excess or stop−loss insurance requirements, Ins 8.11
Supportive services for families with disabled children, Ch. DHS 65
Transportation assistance, elderly and handicapped, Ch. Trans 1
Well code, county administration, Ch. NR 845
Wildlife damage program, NR 19.75 to 19.84

CRANBERRIES
See also Agriculture
Muskrat control on cranberry marshes, NR 19.03

CREDIT TRANSACTIONS, CONSUMER
See Financial Institutions Department

CREDIT UNIONS
Audits and verifications, Ch. DFI−CU 73
Certificates of deposit, dividend periods, early withdrawal penalties, Ch. DFI−CU 60
Commissions on insurance, payment, DFI−CU 58.01
Commissions, sale of credit life and accident and health insurance, disposition, DFI−CU 58.02
Conditional sales contract acquisition: Interest rates, DFI−CU 61.02
Interest sharing, DFI−CU 61.03
Limitations, DFI−CU 61.01
Dissolution, liability for dividends, DFI−CU 60.06
Debt cancellation contracts and suspension agreements, Ch. DFI−CU 74
Financial statements, dealer, DFI−CU 61.04
Investment authority, parity with federal credit unions, Ch. DFI−CU 68

Investments by credit unions: Commissioner’s consent, DFI−CU 59.04
Definitions, DFI−CU 59.02
Miscellaneous investments, DFI−CU 59.01
Requirements, minimum, DFI−CU 59.03
Limited services offices, out−of−state location, Ch. DFI−CU 66
Member business loans, Ch. DFI−CU 72
Membership defined, DFI−CU 59.01
Officials, loan treatment, non−preferential, Ch. DFI−CU 69
Personal property, leasing, Ch. DFI−CU 71
Real estate mortgages:
Documentation required, DFI−CU 54.05
Limitations, DFI−CU 54.03
Loan policies, DFI−CU 54.04
Purpose, scope and definitions, DFI−CU 54.01, 54.02
Remote service units, Ch. DFI−CU 63
Reports to insurance companies, retention, DFI−CU 58.02
Sale of credit life, health and accident insurance, DFI−CU 58.03
Retention of credit union books and records, Ch. DFI−CU 57
Review board, Ch. DF−CU 56
Savings, dividend periods, early withdrawal penalties, Ch. DF−CU 60
Stay of order during appeal, DFI−CU 62.02
Supervisory orders, DFI−CU 62.01

CRIME VICTIMS COMPENSATION
Attorney fees, Jus 11.12
Awarding, Jus 11.08
Emergency, Jus 11.08
Limitations, Jus 11.07
Claims:
Filing, Jus 11.02
Investigation and decision, Jus 11.03
Victim and witness assistance surcharge, DOC 309.465, Ch. Jus 12
Victim rights, Ch. CVRB 1

CRIME VICTIMS RIGHTS BOARD
Complaint procedure, Ch. CVRB 1

DAIRY
See Agriculture

DAMS
Construction requirements, Ch. NR 333
Municipal grant program, Ch. NR 335
Removal grant program, Ch. NR 336
Warning signs and portages, Ch. NR 330

DAY CAMPS
Requirements,DCF 252.01 to 252.44

DAY CARE
See Children and Families

DEER
Antelope deer hunting party permit, NR 10.104
Bow and arrow hunting:
In Horicon National Wildlife Refuge, NR 10.15
In Necedah National Wildlife Refuge, NR 10.16
Closed areas, Ch. NR 11
Crop damage program, NR 19.75 to 19.84
CWD eradication zone permits, NR 12.06
Deer farm fence specifications, NR 16.45
Diseases, ATPC 10.45 to 10.58
Farm−raised deer, ATPC 10.45 to 10.58
Firearm hunting, Necedah National Wildlife Refuge, NR 10.16

Guns and ammunition, NR 10.09
Horicon managed gun deer hunt, NR 10.15
Hunting:
From highway prohibited, NR 10.05
Harvest quotas, NR 10.104 (7)
Hours, NR 10.06
Prohibited methods, NR 10.10, 10.102
Killed by motor vehicle, NR 19.13
Management units, NR 10.28
Necedah national wildlife refuge hunting, NR 10.16
Open and closed seasons for taking, NR 10.01
Recording kills during hunting season, NR 10.106
Sandhill Wildlife Demonstration Area, Wood county, on permit only, NR 10.22
Transportation on motor driven vehicle, deer tag attached, NR 10.105

DENTISTRY
Advertising, unprofessional, Ch. DE 6
Anesthesia, standards for use of, Ch. DE 11
Authority and definitions, Ch. DE 1
Conduct, standards, Ch. DE 5
Continuing education, DE 13
Delegation of function, Ch. DE 12
Dental hygiene, practice of, Ch. DE 3
Nitrous oxide inhalation anesthesia, Ch. DE 15
Hygienists, local anesthesia, certificate to administer, Ch. DE 7
Laboratories, work authorizations, Ch. DE 9
Informed consent, Ch. DE 14
Licensure, Ch. DE 2
Mobile dentistry, Ch. DE 10
Patient dental record retention, Ch. DE 8
Anesthesia:
Unlicensed persons, delegation of functions, Ch. DE 12

DESIGNERS
See Architects, Professional Engineers, Designers and Land Surveyors

DETECTIVES AND DETECTIVE AGENCIES
Firearms and other weapons, Ch. SPS 34
Licensure, Ch. SPS 35
Authority and definitions, Ch. SPS 30
Disciplinary action, Ch. SPS 35
Examination, Ch. SPS 31
Renewal, Ch. SPS 32
Reporting requirements, Ch. SPS 32
Requirements and procedures, Ch. SPS 31
Practice requirements, Ch. SPS 33
Unprofessional conduct, SPS 35.01

DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
Adult family homes, Chs. DHS 82, 88
Birth and developmental outcome monitoring program, Ch. DHS 116
Community services, Ch. DHS 61
Educational opportunities, Ch. PI 11
Facilities:
Admission, retention and removal, DHS 134.51 to 134.54
Capital expenditure review, Ch. DHS 122
General, DHS 134.11 to 134.15
Life Safety, design and construction, DHS 134.81 to 134.84
Management, DHS 134.41 to 134.47
Physical environment, DHS 134.71, 134.72
Resident’s rights and protections, DHS 134.31 to 134.33
Services, DHS 134.60 to 134.70
Treatment records, confidentiality, Ch. DHS 92

DIETETICS AND DIETITIANS
Applications and credentials, Ch. DI 2
Authority and definitions, Ch. DI 1
Certification, Ch. DI 4
Conduct, Ch. DI 5
Examinations, Ch. DI 3

DIRECTOR OF COURTS
Forms for patient compensation panels, Ch. DC 1

DISABLED ANNUITY
Income continuation, public employee, ETF 50.10

DISABLED PERSONS
Aid, see Public Assistance
Barrier−free building design, Ch. SPS 362
Buses and vans transporting school children, standards, Ch. Trans 300
Drivers, special registration plates, Ch. Trans 130
Educational needs of children, Ch. PI 11
Exceptional employment, Ch. ER−MRS 27
Families with disabled children, support services, Ch. DHS 65
Hearing impaired children, aid, Ch. DHS 143
Hunting, special authorization, NR 10.40
Interstate services for hearing impaired, Ch. DHS 77
Parking privilege, Ch. Trans 130
Public buildings, structural requirements, see Commercial Building Code; Plumbing
Subminimum wage licenses for employment of workers with disabilities, DWD 272.09
Telecommunication assistance for hearing impaired, Ch. DHS 78
Transportation capital assistance program, Ch. Trans 2.
DISCRIMINATION
Banking transactions, DFI–WCA 1.85
Employment, equal opportunity, Ch. DWD 218
Housing, Ch. DWD 220
Insurance:
Based on age of risk, Ins 6.68
Based on geographic location, Ins 6.68
Based on physical or mental impairment, Ins 6.67
Insurance coverage; prohibited classifications, Ins 6.54
Lending, savings and loan, Ch. DFI–SL 8
Public accommodations, Ch. DWD 221
Public school pupils, Ch. PI 9
Sexual, prohibited, Ins 6.55
Veterans benefits, VA 1.13

DISEASE, COMMUNICABLE
See Agriculture; Communicable Diseases

DOGS
Dog sellers and facilities operators, Ch. ATCP 16
In state parks and forests, NR 45.06
Racing, See Racing
Trials and training, Ch. NR 17

DRIVER EDUCATION
High school programs, approval, PI 21.04
Schools and instructors, licensing, Ch. Trans 105
Teaching, license requirements, PI 34.080

DRIVER’S LICENSES
Commercial operators, Chs. Trans 115 to 119
Coping a license, Trans 102.205
Examination procedures, Chs. Trans 104
Farm service commercial driver licenses, Trans 102.20
Graduated driver license requirements and waivers, Trans 104.055
Graduated driver license restriction extensions, Trans 101.10
Medical standards, Ch. Trans 112
Military vehicle operator CDL exemption, Trans 102.21
Minor, sponsorship by adults, Trans 102.01
Moped and motor bicycle instruction permits, Trans 102.19
Operator’s license and identification cards, Trans 102
Photograph requirements, exemptions, Trans 102.03, 102.09, 102.10
Revocations and suspensions, Ch. Trans 101

DRIVEWAYS
Permits for driveways and alterations in state trunk highways:
Commercial: Rural, Trans 231.04
Urban, Trans 231.06
General, Trans 231.01
Location, design, construction, Trans 231.03
Noncommercial: Rural, Trans 231.05
Urban, Trans 231.07
Permit requirements, Trans 231.02

DRUG ABUSE
Community services, Ch. DHS 75

DRUG STORES
See Pharmacists and Pharmacies

DRUGS
Controlled substances, Ch. CSB 2
Dispensing by dentists, DE 5.02
Dispensing by veterinarians, VE 7.06
Dispensing, standards for physicians, Ch. Med 17
Manufacturer and distributor requirements, Chs. Phar 72.13
Pharmacists, see Pharmacists and Pharmacies
Special use authorization, Ch. CSB 3

DWellling CODE
See Uniform Dwelling Code

ECONOMIC SUPPORT
Child support, paternity establishment, Ch. DCF 102
Emergency assistance, needy children, Ch. DCF 120
Tribal medical relief programs, Ch. DHS 250
Wisconsin works, see Wisconsin Works (W–2)

EDUCATION, K–12
See Public Instruction Department

EDUCATION, ADULT
See Safety and Professional Services Department — Educational Approval; Technical College System; University of Wisconsin System

EDUCATIONAL APPROVAL
See Safety and Professional Services Department — Educational Approval

EDUCATIONAL GRANTS
Veterans, related to occupational, professional or educational objective:
Class room, part time study, VA 2.02
Correspondence study, VA 2.02

EGGS
Generally, Ch. ATCP 88

ELECTIONS COMMISSION
Complaint procedure, Ch. EL 20
Election inspector training, certification, Ch. EL 11
Electronic voting equipment approval, Ch. EL 7
Municipal clerk training, certification, Ch. EL 12
Nomination papers and elections petitions, Ch. EL 2
Polling place challenges, Ch. EL 9
Procedures, Ch. EL 6
Voter registration, Ch. EL 3

ELECTRIC
General Provisions:
Amusement rides, §§ 334.32
Billing and payment procedures, §§ 113.0410 to 113.0412
Customer service and protection, §§ 113.0501 to 113.0513
Disconnection, reconnection of service, §§ 113.0305 to 113.0306
Electric fence controller, use of, restricted, §§ 113.0210 to 113.0215
Service extension, §§ 113.0615 to 113.0616
Service extension, §§ 113.1001 to 113.1010
Service requirements, general, §§ 113.0201 to 113.0210
Meters, §§ 113.0801 to 113.0818
Meter testing and record requirements, §§ 113.0901 to 113.0926
Voltage bandwidth and distortion requirements, §§ 113.0701 to 113.0707

ELECTRICITY
See Light

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Computer grant, Ch. WEM 5
Disaster fund, Ch. WEM 7
Hazards to public safety, Ch. WEM 8
Mutual aid box alarm system, Ch. WEM 9
Regional and local response teams, reimbursement procedures, Ch. WEM 6

EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS (EMTs)
See also Ambulance Service

EMERGENCY LIGHTING
See Electric

EMPLOYEE TRUST FUNDS
Administered, generally, Ch. ETF 10
Annuities, division due to qualified domestic relations orders, ETF 20.35
Application application, spouse’s signature, ETF 20.75
Application computations, ETF 20.05
Amortization computations, ETF 20.03
Annuity options, automatic distributions, ETF 20.07
Annuity reserves, ETF 10.15
Appeals, Ch. ETF 11
Coverage reports and payments, ETF 10.60 to 10.64
Creditable service, ETF 10.03
Death benefits:
Automatic distributions, ETF 60.53
Termination prior to death, ETF 20.37
Deferred compensation plans, Ch. ETF 70
Direct deposits, ETF 10.86
Disability annuity:
Application cancellation, ETF 50.31
Eligibility, ETF 50.30
Disability insurance, long–term, ETF 50.40 to 50.62
Documents, receipt by dept., ETF 10.82
Durable power of attorney, ETF 10.75
Duty disability benefits, Ch. ETF 52
Early retirement reduction factors, ETF 20.06
Excess contributions, refund, ETF 10.65
Fixed retirement investment trust participation in the variable retirement investment trust, ETF 10.25
Group insurance plans, approval for state employees, ETF 10.20
Guardianship, requirements, ETF 10.78
Health care benefits, Ch. ETF 40
Information requests, responses, ETF 10.84
Joint instrumentalities, reporting participating employees, ETF 10.55
Late paid earnings, contributions and premiums due on, ETF 10.65
Leave of absence, ETF 10.07

ELEVATORS, ESCALATORS AND LIFT DEVICES
Agent municipalities, Ch. SPS 318
Appeals, Ch. SPS 318
Building permit, Ch. SPS 318
Changes to incorporated standards, SPS 318.1700 to 318.1810
Inspection fees, SPS 305.995 to 305.999
Operation permit, Ch. SPS 318
Plan review, Ch. SPS 318
Scope and application, SPS 318.1001 to 318.1003

EMBALMER AND EMBALMING
See Funeral Directors and Embalmers

ENGINEERING
See Civil

ENROLLEES
See Wisconsin Works (W–2)
Report on petroleum products in stock, Ch. Adm 40

**ENERGY CONSERVATION**

One and 2−family dwellings, Ch. SPS 322
Public buildings and places of employment, Ch. SPS 363

**ENGINEERS**

See Architects, Professional Engineers, Designers and Land Surveyors

**ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT**

Administration, department of, procedures, Ch. Adm 60
Agriculture, trade and consumer protection, policy, Ch. ATPC 3
Safety and Professional Services, Ch. SPS 301
Health services, policy, Ch. DHSS 18
Natural Resources, procedures, Ch. NR 150
Public service commission, policy, Ch. PSC 4
Transportation, department, Ch. Trans 400

**ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION**

Agricultural chemical cleanup program, Ch. ATCP 35
Air contaminants, discharge of, fees and reports, Ch. NR 101
Air pollution control:
Air contaminant emission inventory reporting requirement, Ch. NR 418
Air permit fees, Ch. NR 410
Asbestos emissions, Ch. NR 447
Beryllium emissions, Ch. NR 444
Boilers and process heaters, Ch. NR 462
Carbon monoxide emissions, Ch. NR 426
Clean fuel fleet program, Ch. NR 487
Definitions, Ch. NR 400
Discharge fees, Ch. NR 101
Emission prohibition, exceptions, delayed compliance schedules, Ch. NR 436
Employee commute options program, Ch. NR 486
Enforcement and penalties, Ch. NR 494
Vehicle fleets, Ch. NR 487
Halogenated solvent cleaning operations, Ch. NR 469
Hazardous air pollutants, emission standards, Ch. NR 460
Hazardous pollutants, Ch. NR 445
Industrial wastes and hazardous substances, discharge of, fees and reports, Ch. NR 101
Lead emissions, Ch. NR 427
Local programs, Ch. NR 403
Malodorous emissions, Ch. NR 429
Mandatory reporting requirements, Ch. NR 407
Mercury emissions, Ch. NR 446
Metals treating and processing, Ch. NR 463
Motor vehicle exhaust emissions, Ch. NR 454
Emissions control, Ch. NR 485
Emissions inspection, Ch. Trans 131
Nitrrogen compound emissions, Ch. NR 428
Nonattainment areas, Ch. NR 401
Major source permits, Ch. NR 408
Noncontested case public hearings, procedure, Ch. NR 490
Open burning, Ch. NR 429
Organic compound emissions, Ch. NR 419
Compliance schedules, exceptions, registration and deferrals, Ch. NR 425
From chemical, coatings and rubber products manufacturing sources, Ch. NR 421
From petroleum and gasoline sources, Ch. NR 407
From process lines, Ch. NR 424
From solvent cleaning operations, Ch. NR 423
From surface coating, printing and asphalt surfacing processes, Ch. NR 422
Particulate emissions, Ch. NR 415
Permits:
Construction or modification, new operation, Ch. NR 420
Review and application criteria, Ch. NR 408
Portable sources, relocation of, Ch. NR 409
Pulp and paper industry, Ch. NR 464
Prevention of significant deterioration, Ch. NR 105
Printing and flexible substrate surface coating, Ch. NR 466

**EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS**

Office of

Municipal sector interest dispute resolution
Labor−management cooperation services, Ch.
Employment peace act, Chs.
Civil service appeals
Work recruitment schemes, Ch.
Whistleblower protection, Ch.
Wage rates, municipal and state, public works, Chs.
Infectious agents in the workplace, Ch.
Employment agents required to be licensed, Ch.
Employee benefits, insurance, Ch.
Child labor, Chs.
Benefit plans,

**EMPLOYMENT—GENERAL**

See also Employment Relations Commission; Labor Standards; Unemployment Insurance; Workers’ Compensation
Benefit plans, Chs. 8.20 to 8.32
Business closing, mass layoff, Ch. DWD 279
Child labor, Chs. DWD 270 to 277
Employee benefits, insurance, Chs. 8
Employment:
Deceptive offers, Ch. ATCP 116
Purchase requirement, disclosure, ATCP 116.03
Enforcement agents required to be licensed, Ch. DWD 277
Equal opportunities, Ch. DWD 218
Fair employment, posting provisions of act, DWD 218.23
Family and medical leave, Ch. DWD 225
Health insurance, small employers, Ins 8.40 to 8.69
Infectious agents in the workplace, Ch. SPS 335
Minor employees, Ins 8.01 to 8.11
Whistleblower protection, Ch. DWD 224
Work recruitment schemes, Chs. ATCP 116

**EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES**

Licensing, Ch. DWD 277

**EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS COMMISSION**

Arbitration of private sector disputes, Ch. ERC 5
Civil service appeals ERC 91 to 95
Collective bargaining representation certification elections, Chs. ERC 70, 71, 80
Employment peace act, Chs. ERC 1 to 9
Labor−management cooperation services, Ch. ERC 50
Mediation of private sector disputes, Ch. ERC 6
Municipal employment relations act, Chs. ERC 10 to 19
Municipal sector interest dispute resolution processes, Chs. ERC 30 to 33
Private sector unfair labor practices, ERC procedure, Ch. ERC 2
Roster of ad hoc arbitrators and fact finders, Ch. ERC 40
State employment labor relations act, Chs. ERC 20 to 29
University of Wisconsin faculty and academic staff employment relations, Chs. ERC 60 to 68

**EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS, OFFICE OF STATE**

See Civil Service

**ENDANGERED RESOURCES**

Grassland program, state flora and fauna, Ch. NR 58
Information fees, Ch. NR 29
List of endangered and threatened species, Ch. NR 27

**ENERGY**

Conservation in public buildings, Ch. SPS 363
Information required of suppliers, Ch. Adm 40

**REPORTING**

Recordkeeping, testing, inspection and demonstration of compliance requirements, Ch. NR 439
Review times by department, Ch. NR 492
Stationary sources, new, standards of performance, Ch. NR 446
Sulfur emissions, Ch. NR 417
Sulfur emissions, control in specific geographic locations, Ch. NR 418
Technical standards, incorporation by reference, Ch. NR 484
Vinyl chloride emissions, Ch. NR 449
Visible emissions, Ch. NR 431
Voluntary emission reduction registry, Ch. NR 437
Wood manufacturing, Ch. NR 465
Ambient air quality, Ch. NR 404
Ammonia discharges, NR 106.30 to 106.37
Animal feeding operations, Ch. NR 243
Aquatic invasive species prevention and control grants, Ch. NR 198
Aquatic plants, introduction, manual removal and mechanical control, Ch. NR 109
Arsenic water quality management plans, Ch. NR 121
Best management practices and cost share conditions, Ch. NR 154
Brownfield green space and public facilities grant program, Ch. NR 173
Brownfield site assessment grant program, Ch. NR 168
Chemical treatment, aquatic nuisance control, procedure, Ch. NR 107
Clean water fund, Ch. Adm 35, Ch. NR 162
Construction site erosion and sediment control model ordinance, Ch. NR 152
Containment, investigation and remediation:
Abandoned container response, contingency planning, Ch. NR 704
Case closure, Ch. NR 726
Reopening, NR 27
Construction contracts, advertising, bidding and awarding, Ch. NR 376
Consulting services, selecting and contracting, Ch. NR 734
Contaminated land recycling program, fees, Ch. NR 750
Currenting obligations, Ch. NR 727
Notifications, Ch. NR 725
Disposal of contaminated soil, Ch. NR 718
Emergency water supplies, temporary, Ch. NR 738
Enforcement, Ch. NR 728
Environmental response actions, personnel qualifications for conducting, Ch. NR 712
General requirements, Ch. NR 700
Hazardous substance discharge, contingency planning by state, Ch. NR 702
Hazardous substance discharge notification requirements, Ch. NR 706
Immediate and interim vehicle, Ch. NR 708
Insurance requirements, Ch. NR 754
Municipal landfill monitoring, cost reimbursement, Ch. NR 732
Petroleum environmental cleanup fund Ch. NR 147
Petroleum product sites, inter−agency roles, Ch. NR 746
Public information and participation, Ch. NR 714
Remedial and interim action, Ch. NR 724
Remediation and redevelopment program, fees for assistance, Ch. NR 749
Residual contamination and continuing obligations, notifications, Ch. NR 725
Site investigations, Ch. NR 716
Soil cleanup, Ch. NR 712
Solids wastes excavated during response actions, management, Ch. NR 718
Superfund cost sharing, Ch. NR 730
Underground storage tank systems:
Discharge reporting requirements, Ch. NR 706
Source confirmation, Ch. NR 706
Dam construction, Ch. NR 333
Dredging contract fees, Ch. NR 346
Dredging projects, regulation, Ch. NR 347
Dry cleaner environmental response program, Ch. NR 169
Environmental analysis and review procedures, Ch. NR 150
Flood plain and shoreline mapping grant program, Ch. NR 129
FIRE

Alarms:
See also Existing Buildings, Commercial
Factory or workshop employing more than ten persons, SPS 376.11

Systems, SPS 362.0907, 375.29, 379.18

Escapes:
Existing commercial buildings built before 1914:
Exits to fire escapes from public passageway; occupied rooms, SPS 375.14
Location near blank wall; leading to street, SPS 375.13

Existing buildings which accommodate more than 50 persons above second story, SPS 376.02

Schools, existing buildings, SPS 378.02
Theaters, assembly halls, SPS 377.04

Extinguishers:
Amusement rides, SPS 334.35
Boat specifications, NR 5.11

Buildings, existing, standards and approval, SPS 375.27

Existing buildings:
Location, where accessible, SPS 375.27, 378.07
Theaters and assembly halls, SPS 377.16
Theaters and assembly halls, SPS 377.16

Flammable, combustible and hazardous liquids, Ch. ATCP 93

Lanes, travel on, NR 30.07
Places, SPS 375.31

Prevention, Ch. SPS 314

Protection:
See also Electric

Existing buildings:
Boilers, furnaces and stoves, SPS 375.30

Sprinklers, automatic, SPS 375.28, 376.10

Heating, ventilating and air conditioning, commercial buildings, Ch. SPS 364
Hospitals, DHS 124.28
Hotel, motel and tourist rooming house, ATCP 2.14
Sprinkler systems, alarms, detection, Ch. SPS 362
Smoke detectors, dwellings, SPS 321.09, Ch. SPS 328

Suppression systems, Ch. SPS 362

FIRE DEPARTMENTS

See also Fire

Duties, SPS 314.01 (10), (11)

Fire prevention, Ch. SPS 314

Public education and related activities, SPS 314.03

Safety and health standards:
Administration and enforcement, SPS 330.011 to 330.015

Definitions, SPS 330.01

Diving operations, SPS 330.22

Emergency operations, SPS 330.14

Facility safety, SPS 330.145

Medical, SPS 330.15

Member assistance referral program, SPS 330.16

Organization, SPS 330.03 to 330.06

Protective clothing and equipment, SPS 330.11 to 330.13

Purpose and scope, SPS 330.011 to 330.033

Technical standards incorporated by reference, SPS 330.02

Training and education, SPS 330.07, 330.08

Vehicles and equipment, SPS 330.09, 330.10

Volunteer fire fighter—EMT service awards, Ch. Adm 95

FIREWORKS

Inspection and license fees, SPS 302.19

Manufacturing operations, SPS 307.50, 307.51

FLOOD PLAINS

Flood plain and shoreline mapping grant program, Ch. NR 129

FLOOD LOADS

See Commercial Building Code; Existing Buildings, Commercial

FOOD

See also Food Safety; Food Service

Commodity sales by weight, measure or count, Ch. ATCP 91

Label statements of quantity, Ch. ATCP 90

FOOD PROCESSING PLANTS

Bottling establishments, ATCP 70.23 to 70.26
Canning operations, ATCP 70.12 to 70.17
Fish and shellfish processing plants, ATCP 70.18 to 70.21

General requirements, ATCP 70.03 to 70.15

Local ordinances, effect of rules, ATCP 70.27
Meat and fish markets, delicatessen, Ch. ATCP 75
Meat and poultry products, Ch. ATCP 55
Scope and definitions, ATCP 70.01, 70.02

FOOD SAFETY

Butter grading and labeling, Ch. ATCP 85

Buttermakers and cheesemakers, Ch. ATCP 69

Cheddar grading, packaging and labeling, Ch. ATCP 81

Egg grade and quality standards, Ch. ATCP 88

Food processing plants, Ch. ATCP 70

Food warehouses, Ch. ATCP 71

Meat and fish markets, delicatessen, Ch. ATCP 75

Meat products:
Generally, Ch. ATCP 55

Freezer, trade practices, Ch. ATCP 109

Inedible; processing, identification and transportation, Ch. ATCP 57

Inspection, processing, marketing and storage, Ch. ATCP 55

Milk and milk products, see Dairy

Mobile food establishment, Ch. ATCP 75

Poultry products:
Inedible; processing, identification and transportation, Ch. ATCP 57

Inspection, processing, marketing and storage, Ch. ATCP 55

Ready-to-eat foods, reporting pathogens and toxins, ATCP 70.115

Restaurants and retail food establishments, Ch. ATCP 75

Warehouses, license, fees, Ch. ATCP 71

FOOD SERVICE

Restaurants and retail food establishments, Ch. ATCP 75

Trade practices, Ch. ATCP 109

FOREST CROPLAND TAX PROGRAM

Forest croplands, NR 46.06 to 46.08

General, NR 46.01 to 46.03

Managed forest land, NR 46.15 to 46.25

Stumpage rates, NR 46.30

Withdrawal from program, NR 46.09

FORESTS

County forest administration grant program, NR 47.70

County forest withdrawal, Ch. NR 48

Fire control, Ch. NR 30

Forest fire protection grant, NR 47.90 to 47.908

Forestry grant and state aid administration, Ch. NR 47

Jack pine budworm, NR 35.01

National, federal payment in lieu of taxes program, Ch. NR 55

Pesticides:
Use and control, Ch. ATCP 29

Use on land and water, Ch. NR 80

Protection districts:
Emergency use regulations, NR 30.06

Extensive, NR 30.02

Burning regulations, posting notices, NR 30.03

Fire regulations, emergency, NR 30.05, 30.06

Intensive, NR 30.01

State owned:
Boats, operation in certain waters, NR 45.11

Camping, reservations, NR 45.10

Emergencies, natural; declaring, NR 45.075

Fees and charges for use of facilities, NR 45.12

Fire regulations, NR 45.07

INDEX
Firearms, in possession or control, NR 45.09
Firewood, NR 45.045
Parking vehicles or watercraft, NR 45.05
Pets, NR 45.06
Traffic, vehicular, NR 45.05
Susceptible forestry grant for county forests, NR 47.75
Thousand cankers disease of walnut trees, ATCP 21.2
Urban, catastrophic storm grant program, NR 47.950
to 47.959
Weed management area private forest grant program,
NR 47.960 to 47.970
FORMS
Apprenticeship, DWD 295.03, 295.10
Forest crop taxation, NR 46.05
Insurance, Ch. Ins 7
Beneficial ownership of securities, Ins 6.42
Changes in beneficial ownership of securities, Ins 6.43
Loads exceeding established limits, movement over state
trunk highway, permit, industrial interplant,
Trans 230.08, 230.09
Natural resources, accounting standards, etc. for
license transactions, NR 8.04
Patient compensation panels, Ch. DC 1
Public utilities, PSC 8.07
Taxation:
Corporation returns, Tax 2.03
Wage statements, Tax 2.04
Other than for corporations, Tax 2.08
Reproduction of official forms, Tax 2.09
Unemployment insurance, DWD 150.05
Wild rice dealer’s report to Natural Resources
department, NR 19.09
Wis. corporate take-over law, ownership
information, DFI−Sec 29.01
Workers’ compensation, DWD 80.02, 80.27
FOSTER CARE
Adult family homes, Chs. DHS 82, 88
Care of children, Ch. DCF 56
Caregivers:
Background checks, Ch. DHS 12
Misconduct, reporting and investigation, Ch.
DHS 13
Child-placing agencies, Ch. DCF 54
Family homes, Ch. DCF 56
Foster parents, information provided to, Ch.
DCF 37
Group homes, see Group Homes
Kinship and long-term kinship program, Ch.
DCF 58
Liability insurance requirements and waivers,
DCF 56.04
FRANCHISES
See also Securities
Administrative procedure, Ch. DFI−Sec 36
Definitions, Ch. DFI−Sec 31
Franchise and prohibited practices, Ch. DFI−Sec 34
General provisions, Ch. DFI−Sec 35
Registration of franchises, Ch. DFI−Sec 32
FRATERNAL INSURANCE
See also
GASOLINE
Advertising, Ch. ATCP 113
Discrimination, ATCP 102.22
Fuel pricing, ATCP 105.21 to 105.23
Fuel taxation, motor vehicles, Ch. Tax 4
Unfair competition, ATCP 102.21 to 102.23
GEOLeogists, HYDrologists and Soil
SCientists
Requirements and procedures, general, Ch.
GHSS 1
Geologist, licensure, Ch. GHSS 2
Hydrologist, licensure, Ch. GHSS 3
Soil scientist, licensure, Ch. GHSS 3
Unprofited mental, Ch. GHSS 5
GINSENG
Harvest and planting limitations, NR 28.04
Licenses, harvest, dealers, NR 28.03
Complaints, PSC 134.17
Construction and installation of facilities, PSC
133.01 to 133.06
Construction, maintenance, PSC 135.011, 135.012
Deferred payment agreement, PSC 134.063
Definitions, PSC 133.02, 133.02
Deposits, commercial and farm service, PSC
134.0615
Residential, PSC 134.061
Disconnection, commercial and farm accounts,
PSC 134.0622
Residential, PSC 134.062
Disputed procedures, PSC 134.064
Emergency construction work, PSC 135.014
Emergency, rule application, PSC 135.013
Employees authorized to enter customer’s premises,
PSC 135.15
Federal safety standards, state additions to, PSC
135.053 to 135.753
Federal standards, adopted by reference, PSC
135.019
Heat, construction of facilities to supply, PSC 140.01
to 140.03
Heating values and specific gravity, PSC 134.21
Information available to customers, PSC 134.05
Inspection and repair, PSC 135.012
Installation test, PSC 134.29
Leak survey reports, PSC 135.016
Maps and diagrams, PSC 134.16
Meter accuracies, PSC 134.27
Meter readings and billing periods, PSC 134.12
Meter records and reports, PSC 134.19
Meters and control equipment, PSC 134.11
Meter testing, PSC 134.28
Meter testing and equipment testing, PSC 134.26
Municipal, tax equivalent, Ch. PSC 109
Over-presssure protection, PSC 135.017
Periodic testing and maintenance, PSC 134.30
Preservation of records, PSC 134.20
Pressure variations, PSC 134.23
Procedure, re application for certificate of
authorization, PSC 133.05
Protection of utility facilities, PSC 135.014
Purity of gas, PSC 134.22
Reconnection of service, PSC 134.0623
Record of disbursements, PSC 102.01, 102.02
Recording calorimeter for therm billing, PSC
134.251
Records of interruption of service, PSC 134.18
Report, leak survey to the commission, PSC 135.016
Request and referee tests, PSC 134.31
Safety rules, Ch. PSC 135
Safety standards, federal, PSC 135.019
Schedule to be filed with commission, PSC 134.04
Scope of rules, statutory authority, PSC 134.01
Service, PSC 134.03
Commercial and farm, application for, PSC
134.053
Residential, application for, PSC 134.051
Service on customer’s premises, PSC 134.10
Service standards, PSC 134.01 to 134.31
Termination of service, customer-registered, PSC
134.0625
When certificate of authority is required, PSC 133.03
GASES
See Liquefied Petroleum Gas
GASOLINE
See also Flammable, Combustible and Hazardous
Liquids; Liquefied Natural Gas; Liquefied
Petroleum Gas
Advertising, Ch. ATCP 113
Discrimination, ATCP 102.22
Fuel pricing, ATCP 105.21 to 105.23
Fuel taxation, motor vehicles, Ch. Tax 4
Unfair competition, ATCP 102.21 to 102.23
GEOLOGISTS, HYDROLOGISTS and SOIL
SCIENTISTS
Requirements and procedures, general, Ch.
GHSS 1
Geologist, licensure, Ch. GHSS 2
Hydrologist, licensure, Ch. GHSS 3
Soil scientist, licensure, Ch. GHSS 3
Unprofited mental, Ch. GHSS 5
GINSENG
Harvest and planting limitations, NR 28.04
Licenses, harvest, dealers, NR 28.03
Radiation protection, Ch. DHS 157
Records: Confidential, Ch. DHS 92
Recoupment of benefit overpayments, Ch. DHS 2
Residential care apartment complexes, see Residential Care Apartment Complexes
Rural medical centers, Ch. DHS 127
Small business, rules and guidelines; discretionary enforcement of, Ch. DHS 19
State treatment institutions; traffic and conduct, Ch. DHS 60
Substance abuse service standards, Ch. DHS 75
Tobacco control activities, Ch. DHS 199
Traffic and conduct on state treatment institution property, Ch. DHS 60
Treasure chest record, confidentiality, Ch. DHS 92
Tribal medical relief programs, Ch. DHS 250
Uniform fee schedule, Ch. DHS 1
Vaccine, preventable diseases, Ch. DHS 144
Vital records, access to, Ch. DHS 142
Wisconsin birth defect prevention and surveillance system, Ch. DHS 116
Wisconsin resource center, inmate complaint procedures, Ch. DHS 97
Workplace wellness program grants, Ch. DHS 150
X-ray equipment, DHS 157.74 to 157.86
Youth corrective sanctions program, Ch. DOC 396

HEARING, LOSS OF
See also Workers' Compensation Determination, DWD 80.25

HEARING INSTRUMENT (HEARING AID) SPECIALISTS
Continuing education requirements, Ch. HAS 8
Definitions, Ch. HAS 1
Examinations, Ch. HAS 3
Hearing impaired children, Ch. DHS 143
License, renewal requirements, Ch. HAS 7
Measurement of human hearing, Ch. HAS 4
Trainees, Ch. HAS 2
Unprofessional conduct, Ch. HAS 5

HEARINGS AND APPEALS, DIVISION OF
Contested cases, Ch. HA 2
Corrections hearing, procedure and practice, Ch. HA 2
Fair Hearings, Ch. HA
Procedure and practice, Ch. HA 1
Worker's compensation and related cases, HA 4

HEATING UTILITIES
Applicability of regulations, PSC 140.01
Application for certificate, information, PSC 140.03
Areas of service, filing, PSC 140.015
Authorization required, PSC 140.02
Commission action on application, PSC 140.03

HEATING, VENTILATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
Commercial buildings, Ch. SPS 364
Fireplaces, existing buildings, SPS 375.31
Heating plants, existing buildings, SPS 375.30, 376.13, 377.31, 378.09, 379.20
Plan examinations and approvals, SPS 302.31

HIGHER EDUCATIONAL AIDS BOARD
Covenant scholars program, Ch. HEA 15
Definitions, Ch. HEA 2
General, Ch. HEA 1
Higher education grants, Ch. HEA 5
Independent student grant, Ch. HEA 10
Indian student assistance, Ch. HEA 6
Minority teacher loan program, Ch. HEA 11
Minority undergraduate grants, Ch. HEA 12
Nursing student stipend loans, Ch. HEA 8
Teacher education loan program, Ch. HEA 13
Teacher of visually impaired loan program, Ch. HEA 14
Tuition grants, Ch. HEA 4
Wisconsin academic excellence scholarship, Ch. HEA 16

HIGHWAYS
See also Transportation
Advertising along interstate and federal-aid systems, Ch. Trans 201
Construction, erosion control and storm water management, Ch. Trans 401
County trunk highway standards, Ch. Trans 205
Driveways and alterations in state trunk highways: Commercial-rural, Trans 231.04
Commercial–urban, Trans 231.06
Construction requirements, location and design, Trans 231.10
General rules, Trans 231.01
Noncommercial–rural, Trans 231.05
Noncommercial–urban, Trans 231.07
Permit requirements, Trans 231.02
Hunting bear and deer from highways prohibited, NR 19.05
Land subdivision plats abutting state trunk highways and connecting highways:
Basic principles involved, Trans 233.02
Bond, performance, Trans 233.12
Definitions, Trans 233.015
Direct access to state trunk highway, Trans 233.05
Highway connections, temporary, Trans 233.07
Highway connections, frequency of, Trans 233.06
Information required of subdividers, Trans 233.04
Noise, vision corners and drainage, Trans 233.105
Purpose of rules, Trans 233.01
Review procedures, Trans 233.02
Setback requirements, Trans 233.08
Variances in compliance with rules, Trans 233.11
Location process for state trunk highways, Ch. Trans 208
Noise barriers, siting criteria, Trans 405
Permits for loads exceeding established limits: Application requirements, issuance, Trans 230.06
General requirements, Trans 230.05
Industrial interplant, Trans 230.08, 230.09
Permits for over–size and overweight vehicles, Ch. Trans 251 to 269
Project, numerical evaluation process: Composite score, Trans 210.08
Goals, Trans 210.04
Measures, Trans 210.06
Minimum requirement, Trans 210.05
Purpose, Trans 210.01
Salt storage requirements, Ch. Trans 277
Signs on federally funded highways, Ch. Trans 201
Signs on public highways, Ch. Trans 200
Taxation of motor vehicle fuel used in maintenance of highway closed to public travel, Tax 4.03
Truck combination units, designated highways for operation, Ch. Trans 276
Utility, relocation, Ch. Trans 220

HISTORIC BUILDINGS
See Existing Buildings, Commercial

HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Burial sites, registry, Ch. HS 1
Burial sites preservation program, Ch. HS 2
Historic rehabilitation tax credits, Ch. HS 3
Historical markers program, Ch. HS 4
Parking on state historical society grounds, Ch. HS 10

HOG CHOLERA
See Swine

HOME IMPROVEMENT TRADE PRACTICES
Generally, Ch. ATCP 110

HOME INSPECTORS
Generally, Ch. SPS 131

HONEY
Generally, ATCP 87.01 to 87.08

HORICON MARSH WILDLIFE REFUGE
Deer hunt, managed, gun, NR 10.15
Goose hunt, managed, NR 10.15

HOSPICES
General, DHS 131.11 to 131.16
Management, DHS 131.24 to 131.34
Medication aides, training, Ch. DHS 129
Patient rights, DHS 131.17 to 131.19
Patient care, DHS 131.20 to 131.23
Physical environment, DHS 131.35 to 131.39

HOSPITALS
See also Commercial Building Code; Electric
Approval by dept., DHS 124.03
Critical access hospitals, DHS 124.37 to 124.41
Data required by department, Ch. DHS 120
Employee health, DHS 124.07

Fire protection, DHS 124.28
General, DHS 124.01 to 124.04
Health care information office, Ch. DHS 120
Heating, ventilating and air conditioning, Ch. SPS 364
Infection control, DHS 124.08
Isolation, DHS 124.33
Management, DHS 124.05 to 124.11
Medical staff, DHS 124.12
Neonatal intensive care unit training grants, Ch. DHS 114
New construction or remodeling, plans, DHS 124.29 to 124.31
Newborn screening for congenital and metabolic disorders, Ch. DHS 115
Patient care areas, DHS 124.34, 124.35
Patient rights and responsibilities, DHS 124.05 (3)
Social work, DHS 124.32
Pharmacy, license, Ch. Phar 6
Physical environment, DHS 124.27
Potion control system, Ch. DHS 167

Policies:
Anatomical gifts, DHS 124.05 (3) (i)
Post–mortem examinations, DHS 124.05 (3) (f)
Visitors, movement of, DHS 124.05 (3) (b)
Volunteers, use of, DHS 124.05 (3) (c)
Radiation protection, DHS 157.59 to 157.72
Rate increases, notice, DHS 120.09
Rural, loan guarantee program, Ch. Adm 85
Services:
Aging and disability resource center, referral to, DHS 124.25
Clinical, DHS 124.20
Dietary, DHS 124.16
Emergency, DHS 124.24
Laboratory, DHS 124.17
Medical record, DHS 124.14
Nuclear medicine, DHS 124.19
Nursing, DHS 124.13
Outpatient, DHS 124.23
Pharmaceutical, DHS 124.15
Psychiatric hospital, DHS 124.26
Radiological, DHS 124.18
Rehabilitation, DHS 124.21
Respiratory, DHS 124.22
Social work, DHS 124.25
Variances, requirements for, DHS 124.04
Ventilation, Ch. SPS 364
Waivers, requirements for, DHS 124.04

HOSPITALS AND HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
Abuse of patient, eligibility for unemployment benefits after discharge, DWD 132.05
Community substance abuse service standards, Ch. DHS 75
Construction requirements, Chs. SPS 361 to 366
Data collection and submission, DHS 120.11 to 120.16
Data dissemination, DHS 120.29 to 120.31
Family care program, Ch. DHS 70
Long–term care facility bed additions, capital expenditure review, Ch. DHS 122
Medical waste management, Ch. NR 526
Patient grievances, resolution, Ch. DHS 94
Patient rights, Ch. DHS 94
Plumbing installations, SPS 382.50
Reporting requirements, DHS 120.20 to 120.26
Rural medical centers
General requirements, DHS 127.01 to 127.08
Program and operational standards, DHS 127.16 to 127.24

HOTELS, MOTELS AND TOURIST ROOMING HOUSES
See also Commercial Building Code; Electric
Existing buildings, Chs. SPS 366, 375, 379
Minors, employment, Ch. DWD 270
Standards, health and safety, Ch. ATCP 72

HOURS OF WORK
See also Wages and Hours,
Generally, Chs. DWD 270 to 279

HOUSING
Community development block grants for housing, small cities, Ch. Adm 90
Homeless persons, shelter for, grants, Ch. Adm 86
Housing cost grants, Ch. Adm 89
Real estate trust accounts, interest, Ch. Adm 91
Transitional housing, Ch. Adm 87
Regulatory structures, Ch. Ins 16
Reinsurance:
Agreements, life and health, Ch. Ins 55
Credit for, Ch. Ins 52
Intermediary regulation, Ch. Ins 47
Replacement of life insurance policies or annuity contracts; disclosure requirements, Ins 2.07
Risk limitations, Ins 6.72
Risk retention and purchasing groups, Ins 50.85
Risk-sharing plan, basic property coverage, Ins 4.10
Sale of life insurance policies; disclosure requirements; deceptive practices, Ins 7.14
School bus, certification requirements, Trans 176
Securities of domestic stock insurers:
Statement of beneficial ownership, Ins 6.42
Statement of changes in beneficial ownership, Ins 6.43
Securities, equity, insider trading, domestic stock insurers, Sec 6.7
Security fund, Ins 11.01
Rule for administration, Ins 11.02
Self-insurance, health care providers, Ins 17.50
Self-insured health care benefits, counties and school districts, excess or stop-loss insurance requirements, Ins 8.11
Senior-specific designations, prohibited uses, Ins 6.90
Sex discrimination, prohibited, Ins 6.55
Sexual orientation, prohibited criteria of insurability, Ins 6.67
Sickness insurance:
Blanket, Ins 3.15
Group, Ins 3.14
Individual, Ins 3.13
Total charge for accident and sickness insurance policies, Ins 3.19
Smoker and non-smoker mortality tables, Ins 2.35
State employees, see Employee Trust Funds
Stock insurers, proxies, consents, authorizations, Ins 6.40
Suretyship and risk limitations of surety obligations, Ins 6.74
Surplus lines insurance, regulation, Ins 6.17
Taxation of directly placed unauthorized insurance, Ins 6.19
Tax reporting and payment by unauthorized insurers, Ins 6.18
Title insurance, prohibited practices, Ins 3.32
Town mutual insurance:
Accounting records and reports, Ins 13.05
Definitions, Ins 13.02
Forms, Ins 13.04
Organization, Ins 13.03
Other rules applicable, Ins 13.01
Reinsurance, Ins 13.09
Surplus lines insurance, Ins 13.06
Valuation of liabilities, Ins 13.08
Treatment arrangements, transitional, Ins 3.37
Unfair trade practices in credit life and credit accident and sickness insurance, Ins 3.36
Unfair trade practice, life insurance advertisement, Ins 2.16
Valuation of assets, compulsory and security surplus, Ins 51.80
Vehicle combination loads moving over state trunk highways in excess of size and weight limits, permit requirements, Ch. Trans 230
Vehicle product protection warranties, Ch. Ins 14
Warranty plans, Ch. Ins 15
Wisconsin automobile insurance plan, Ins 3.49
Wisconsin health care liability plan, Ins 17.25
Wisconsin surplus insurance plan, Ins 4.10
Worker’s compensation, DWD 80.02, 80.23, Ch. Ins 21

INTOXICATING LIQUOR TAX

Containers:
Empty, Tax 8.43
Size, Tax 8.41
 Interstate shipments, Tax 8.35
Inventory records, Tax 8.02
Labels, requirements, Tax 8.52
Merchandise on collateral, Tax 8.66
Permits, processed by dept, Tax 8.61
Procedure for apportionment of cost of administration of s. 125.69 (4), Stats., Tax 8.85
Purchases by retailer, Tax 8.21
Purchases made outside state, Tax 8.22
Refunds, Tax 8.04
Sales out of state, Tax 8.31
Sales to non-licensees, Tax 8.23

Salesperson, liquor, Tax 8.76
Samples, Tax 8.12
Tax liability, Tax 8.01
Tied house prohibitions, Tax 8.87
Transfer of retail liquor stocks, Tax 8.81
Wholesales warehouse facilities, Tax 8.63

INVESTMENT BOARD

Boarded employees, conflict of interest, Ch. IB 1
Confidential and privileged information, IB 1.09
Gifts or favors, IB 1.03
Personal investments by board employees, IB 1.05
Policies of the board, Ch. IB 2
Proxy voting, IB 2.03
Tie holding companies, IB 2.04

JAILS

See also Commercial Building Code; Electric; Prisons

Administrative confinement, DOC 350.13
Ceiling, double, DOC 350.07
Communicable disease control, DOC 349.20, 350.21
Construction plans, DOC 349.05, 350.04
Discipline, DOC 350.15
Existing buildings, Chs. SPS 366, 375, 379
Fire safety, DOC 350.10
Force, use of, DOC 349.13, 350.14
Health care and hygiene, DOC 350.09
Health screening, inmates, DOC 349.17, 350.18
Huber facilities, Ch. DOC 348
Medications, control and administration, DOC 349.19, 350.20
Municipal lockup facilities, Ch. DOC 349
Physical environment, existing jails, DOC 349.07, 350.06
New or remodeled jails, DOC 350.05
Policy and procedure manual, DOC 349.16, 350.17
Prohibited uses, DOC 349.04
Records and reporting, DOC 350.11
Sanitation, DOC 349.08, 350.08
Security, DOC 349.12, 350.12
Suicide prevention, DOC 349.18, 350.19
Variance, exception to rules, DOC 350.16

JUDICIAL COLMISSION

Authorization and definitions, Ch. JC 1
Disability, Ch. JC 5
General provisions, Ch. JC 3
Misconduct, Ch. JC 4
Organization, Ch. JC 2
Prosecution, Ch. JC 6

JUSTICE

DNA data bank, Ch. Jas 9
Handgun transfers, Ch. Jas 10
OC products, sale and distribution to private citizens, Jas 14
Pepper spray, Ch. Jas 14
Sex offender registration, Ch. Jas 8
Tobacco master settlement agreement, enforcement, Ch. Jas 16
Weapons, concealed carry:
Former federal law enforcement officers, certification, Ch. Jas 18
Licenses, Ch. Jas 17

KICKAPOO VALLEY RESERVE MANAGEMENT BOARD

Conduct of visitors, regulated, Ch. KB 1

KIDNEY TRANSPLANT AND DIALYSIS

Dialysis centers, DHS 152.05
Patient eligibility, DHS 152.03, 152.035
Patient rights and responsibilities, DHS 152.04
Provider reimbursement, DHS 152.06
Renal dialysis centers, standards, DHS 152.08
Renal transplantation centers, standards, DHS 152.07

LABELING

See also Agriculture; Trade Practices and Consumer Protection

Antifreeze, flammable adhesives, Ch. ATCP 139
Butter, Ch. ATCP 85
Cheese, Ch. ATCP 81
Defenses, ATCP 40.01
Dog and cat food, ATCP 42.28 to 42.44
Eggs, grades, sizes and quality standards, ATCP 85.06
Feed, commercial, Ch. ATCP 42
Fermented malt beverages, Tax 7.21
Fertilizer, Ch. ATCP 40
Nonagricultural, ATCP 40.08
Generally, Ch. ATCP 139.02, 139.03

Hazardous substance, Ch. ATCP 87.03
Intoxicating liquor, Tax 8.52
Meat for animal food, ATCP 57.24
Meat and poultry products, Ch. ATCP 55
Net quantity declaration, ATCP 90.04
Location and prominence, ATCP 90.07
Variations, ATCP 90.09
Nutritional, ATCP 90.10
Pesticides, ATCP 29.06
Pesticide–fertilizer combinations, Ch. ATCP 40
Poison, Ch. ATCP 139
Price comparison, retail price labeling, ATCP 124.08
Product identity, declaration of, ATCP 90.02
Recyclability representations, Ch. ATCP 137
Responsibility, declaration of, ATCP 90.03
Seed, agricultural and vegetable, Ch. ATCP 20
Special packages, ATCP 90.08
Weight or measure, how expressed, ATCP 90.05, 90.06

LABOR
See Employment Relations Commission; Workforce Development

LABOR AND INDUSTRY REVIEW COMMISSION
Procedure for review:

Equal rights, Ch. LIRC 4
General, Ch. LIRC 1
Public accommodation, Ch. LIRC 4
Unemployment insurance, Ch. LIRC 2
Workers’ compensation, Ch. LIRC 3

LABOR STANDARDS
Building, state contract, Ch. DWD 290
Business closings, mass layoff, Ch. DWD 279
Child labor, Ch. DWD 270
Employment agents, private, Ch. DWD 277
Hours of work, Ch. DWD 274
One day of rest in seven, Ch. DWD 275
Public works, municipal contracts for construction, Ch. DWD 290
Public works projects, Ch. DWD 290
Street trades, Ch. DWD 271
Wages, minimum, Ch. DWD 272

LABORATORIES
Certification, Ch. ATCP 77
Environmental quality testing, certification and registration, Ch. NR 149
Milk and food, ATCP 77.20 to 77.24
Water, ATCP 77.30 to 77.34
Safe drinking, testing, NR 149.21

LAND DIVISION PLATS ABUTTING STATE TRUNK HIGHWAYS AND CONNECTING STRUCTURES
Generally, Ch. Trans 233

LAND SURVEYOR
See Architects, Professional Engineers, Designers and Land Surveyors

LANDFILLS
See also Hazardous Waste Management; Solid Waste Management
Closure plans, Ch. NR 514
Construction and demolition waste, Ch. NR 503
Construction documentation, Ch. NR 516
Cover requirements, NR 506.05 to 506.06
Environmental monitoring, Ch. NR 507
Feasibility reports, Ch. NR 512
Industrial liquid waste, by–product solids and sludges, Ch. NR 214
Initial site reports, Ch. NR 509
Leachate recirculation, NR 504.095, 506.135, 507.215
Location, performance and design criteria, Ch. NR 504
Monitoring, remedial actions and in–field conditions reports, Ch. NR 508
Operational criteria, Ch. NR 506
Plan of operation, Ch. NR 514
Prohibited items, NR 506.095
Site reports, initial, Ch. NR 510
Solid waste, spreading, Ch. NR 518
Waste separation and recycling collection facilities, Ch. NR 540

LANDLORD AND TENANT
See Residential Rental Practices

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
Conduct, Ch. A–E 8
Education requirements, A–E 9.04
Experience requirements, A–E 9.03
Registration, Ch. A–E 9

LAUNDRIES
See Commercial Building Code; Plumbing

LAW ENFORCEMENT STANDARDS
By–laws of board, Ch. LES 9
Certifications, Ch. LES 4
Decertifications, Ch. LES 6
Definitions and objectives, Ch. LES 1
Grants, Ch. LES 5
Recruitment qualifications, Ch. LES 2
Training standards, Ch. LES 3

LIBRARIES, PUBLIC
Generally, Ch. PI 6

LIFE INSURANCE
See Employee Trust Funds; Insurance

LIGHTING
See Electrician

LIMING MATERIALS
Definitions, ATCP 41.01
Index zones, ATCP 41.02
Marl, ATCP 41.04
Paper mill refuse lime, ATCP 41.04
Sale by ton weight equivalent, ATCP 41.05
Sale of liming materials, ATCP 41.03

LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
Generally, SPS 340.60 to 340.61

LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS
Generally, SPS 340.50 to 340.52

LIQUOR TAX
See Intoxicating Liquor Tax

LIVESTOCK DEALERS AND MARKETS
See also Agriculture
Markets, dealers and truckers, Ch. ATCP 12
Premises registration, Ch. ATCP 17
Slaughteringhouses, Ch. ATCP 55
Vehicle requirements, ATCP 12.045

LOANS
See also Credit Unions; Financial Institutions Department; Savings and Loans; Savings Banks
Commercial, DFI–SL 13.06
Consumer, DFI–SL 13.05
Credit unions, member business loans, Ch. DFI–CU 72
Discrimination prohibited, DFI–SL 8.03
Fairness in lending, Ch. DFI–SL 8
Maximum loan to value ratios, DFI–SL 13.03
Mortgage, DFI–SL 10.03
Policies by association, written, DFI–SL 13.02
Single borrower, limits, DFI–SL 13.01
Student financial assistance, higher education, Chs. HEA 4 to 12
Variable rate, approval of indexes, DFI–SL 13.04
Veterans, housing:
Appraisals, VA 4.07
Definitions, VA 4.01
Financial requirements, VA 4.05
General, VA 4.03
Lenders, suspension, grounds, VA 4.12
Mobile home, VA 4.02
Primary loan forbearance, VA 4.13
Primary loan regulations, VA 4.08
Property qualifications, VA 4.06
Secondary loan regulation, VA 4.09
Trust fund stabilization loans, VA 1.18

LOCAL HEALTH DEPARTMENTS
Public health professionals, qualifications:

Environmental health directors, DHS 139.07
General, DHS 139.04
Health officers, DHS 139.05 and 140.07
Nurses, DHS 139.08
Nursing program, directors, DHS 139.09
Sanitarians, DHS 139.06
Services, required:
Designation of level, DHS 140.08
Level I, DHS 140.04
Level II, DHS 140.05
Level III, DHS 140.06

LOTTERY
See also Gaming Division
Property tax credit, Ch. Tax 20

LOWER WISCONSIN RIVERWAY
Board, procedures, Ch. RB 1
Timber, harvest, specifications, Ch. NR 37

MALT/PRIVACY INSURANCE
Patients compensation fund, Ch. Ins 17
Provider fees, Ins 17.28

MANUFACTURED HOMES
Certification for builders, dealers and salespersons, SPS 305.32 to 305.325
Communities:

General requirements, SPS 326.11 to 326.19
Plan approval, SPS 326.07
Water and sewer service, SPS 326.25 to 326.49
Consumer loans, DFI–SL 13.05
Fee schedule, SPS 302.33
Hitch and coupling, strength requirements, Ch. Trans 308
Installation standards, SPS 321.40
Mobile home parks, Chs. ATCP 125, SPS 326
Changes in park rules, ATCP 125.05
Changes in rental terms, ATCP 125.05
Definitions, ATCP 125.01
Mobile home relocation, ATCP 125.07
Operator responsibilities, Chs. SPS 326
Plumbing, SPS 382.51
Prohibited practices, general, ATCP 125.09
Rental agreement, disclosure requirements, ATCP 125.03
Limitations, ATCP 125.04
Sale or transfer of mobile home, ATCP 125.06
Separate or discriminatory charges, ATCP 125.02
Termination of tenant, ATCP 125.08
Tie-in sales, ATCP 125.02
Rehabilitation and recycling, Ch. SPS 368
Towing, Ch. Trans 308
Transportation, multiple trip permit, Ch. Trans 261
Single trip permit, Ch. Trans 260

MAPLE SYRUP
Generally, ATCP 87.11 to 87.38

MARKETING ORDERS
See Agriculture

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY, PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING, AND SOCIAL WORK
Authority and practice, Ch. MPSW 1
Continuing education, MPSW 19
Counseling, professional:
Academic programs, equivalency, Ch. MPSW 14
Application for certification, Ch. MPSW 11
Conduct, Ch. MPSW 20
Definitions, MPSW 10.01
Reciprocal license, MPSW 11.04
Supervised practice, MPSW 12
Temporary certificate, MPSW 11.035
Marriage and family therapy:
Certification requirements, Ch. MPSW 16
Conduct, Ch. MPSW 20
Definitions, MPSW 15.01
Reciprocal certificate, MPSW 17.02
Temporary permits, Ch. MPSW 17

Social work:
Application for certification, Ch. MPSW 3
Authorized practice, Ch. MPSW 6
Conduct, Ch. MPSW 20
Continuing education, Ch. MPSW 19
Definitions for practice, Ch. MPSW 2
Examinations, Ch. MPSW 5
Precertification practice, supervised, Ch. MPSW 4
Reciprocal certificate, MPSW 3.12
Temporary permit, MPSW 3.11
Training certificate, MPSW 3.13

MASS TRANSIT
See Transportation

MASSAGE THERAPY & BODYWORK THERAPY
Application, Ch. MBT 2
Continuing education, Ch. MBT 7
Discipline, grounds, Ch. MBT 5
Education requirements, Ch. MBT 3
License to practice, Chs. MBT 1 TO 7
Renewal of registration, Ch. MBT 4
MUNICIPALITIES
Agents for agriculture, trade and consumer protection department, Ch. ATCP 74
Agents, state commercial building code, SPS 361.60, 361.61
Aquatic invasive species prevention and control grants, Ch. NR 198
Blood lead test results, reporting, Ch. DHS 181
Brownfield green space and public facilities grant program, Ch. NR 173
Brownfield site assessment grant program, Ch. NR 168
CBRF spending limits, hardship exception, DHS 73.10
Chemical and container collection program, Ch. ATCP 34
Clean sweep program, Ch. ATCP 34
Clean water fund program, Ch. NR 162
Collective bargaining, dispute resolution processes, Chs. ERC 30 to 33
Community residential confinement, Ch. DOC 327
Comprehensive planning and transportation planning grants, Ch. Adm 48
County drainage boards, grants to, ATCP 48.60
County forest administrator grant program, NR 47.70
County forest withdrawal, Ch. NR 48
County relief programs, Chs. DHS 251
County transportation services grants, disabled veterans, Ch. TA 16
Dam removal grant program, Ch. NR 336
Disaster fund, Ch. WEM 7
Division of land abutting a highway, Trans 223
DNR land purchase, county board approval, NR 1.445
Drainage districts, Ch. ATCP 48
Duty disability benefits, Ch. ETF 52
Elderly and disabled transportation capital assistance program, Ch. Trans 4
Employee safety and health standards, Ch. SPS 332
Expenditure restraint payments, Ch. Tax 19
Family care, Ch. DHS 10
Fire department safety and health standards, Chs. SPS 350
Flood control grants, Ch. NR 199
Forest fire protection grant, NR 47.90 to 47.908
Urban and atmospheric storm grant program, NR 47.950 to 47.959
Grants-in-aid, Wisconsin land information program, Ch. Adm 47
Homeless persons, shelter for, grants, Ch. Adm 86
Housing grants, small cities, Ch. Adm 90
In-home services infeasibility, criteria for determining, DHS 73.11
Interest dispute resolution processes, Chs. ERC 30 to 33
Jails, standards, Chs. DOC 349, 350
Labor disputes, Chs. ERC 10 to 19
Lake protection grants, Ch. NR 191
Land disposal of wastewater, Ch. NR 206
Land recycling loan program, Ch. NR 167
Landfill monitoring, cost reimbursement, Ch. NR 732
Law enforcement personnel, Chs. LES 1 to 9
Law enforcement pursuit standards and training, LES 3.07
Library aid adjustment due to territory alteration, PI 6.07
Local financial reporting, Ch. Tax 16
Local fish and game ordinances, voided by DNR, NR 19.40
Local health departments, required services, Ch. DHS 146
Local water authorities, joint, Ch. PSC 183
Manufactured home communities, Ch. SPS 326
Model ordinance for construction site erosion and sediment control, Ch. NR 152
Model ordinance for post-construction storm water management, Ch. NR 152
Mutual aid box alarm system, Ch. WEM 8
Nonpoint source pollution abatement program, Ch. NR 70
Plate review fees, Ch. Adm 49
Posting requirements, watercraft use, NR 5.15
Power districts, see Public Utilities
Premier resort area tax ordinance, Tax 11.96
Priority watershed and lake program, Ch. NR 120
Prison inmate leave, notification, DOC 326.07
Private sewage system replacement or rehabilitation grant program, Ch. SPS 387
Private onsite wastewater treatment systems, Ch. SPS 83
Public works construction contracts, Ch. DWD 290 to 294
Recycling programs, effective, Ch. NR 544
Refuse disposal plans, supervision, control, see Environmental Protection
Regional and local response teams, reimbursement procedures, Ch. WEM 6
Restaurants and retail food establishments, regulation, Chs. ATCP 74, 75
Rights-of-way, regulation of utility use, PSC 30
River protection grants, Ch. NR 195
Roads improvement program, Ch. Trans 206
Safe drinking water program, Ch. NR 166
Sewer system plans, supervision, control, see Environmental Protection
Sewer main extension cost recovery, Ch. SPS 187
Shore erosion control standards, Ch. NR 328
Sludge management, Ch. NR 204
Snowplow drivers, backup, licenses, Trans 102.23
Soil and water resource management program, Ch. ATCP 50
Solid waste combustors, Ch. NR 502
Residue management plans, NR 514.07
Solid waste used as a fuel, exemption from solid waste rules, NR 300.10
Storm water discharge permits, NR 216.01 to 216.09
Transportation assistance, Elderly and disabled program, Ch. Trans 2
Small rural and suburban municipality, Ch. Trans 6
Transportation infrastructure loan program, Ch. Trans 112
Utilities, tax equivalent, Ch. PSC 109
Vehicle registration fee, Ch. Trans 126
Vehicle registration, refusal to issue based on unpaid parking tickets or judgments, Ch. Trans 128
Vital records, access to, Ch. DHS 142
Volunteer fire fighter–FEMA service awards, Ch. Adm 47
Wage rates, construction of public works: Apprentices, DWD 290.02
Collecting and compiling wage rate information, DWD 290.013
Complaints, DWD 290.16
Debarment of contractors, Ch. DWD 294
Definitions, DWD 290.01
Evidence of compliance, DWD 290.13, 290.14
Minimum project costs, DWD 290.155
Overtime payments, DWD 290.05
Posting wage rates and hours, DWD 290.12
Review of agency determination, request for, DWD 290.20
Wage determination obligations, discharge by contractor, DWD 290.04
Wage determination procedure for filing when no contractual provision for it exists, DWD 290.11
Wage determination request, DWD 290.08
Exemption, DWD 290.09
Wages, DWD 290.03
Waste separation and recycling collection facilities, Ch. NR 540
Water, drinking, generally, Ch. NR 809
Community water systems, Operation and design, Ch. NR 108
Compliance, DWD 290.01
Plans and specifications review for projects and operations, Ch. NR 108
Public water systems, operation and maintenance, Ch. NR 810
Safe drinking water loan program, Ch. NR 166
Systems, operators of, certification, Ch. NR 114
Water safety patrol, jurisdiction, NR 5.14
Water system, waterworks, wastewater treatment, operators, certification, Ch. NR 114
Waterworks, sewerage, refuse disposal, see Environmental Protection
Well code, county administration, Ch. NR 845
Wildlife damage control grants for urban areas, NR 50.23
MUSEUMS
See Commercial Building Code; Electric; Existing Buildings, Commercial; Plumbing
MUSIC, ART AND DANCE THERAPY
Application, Ch. SPS 141
Intent, authority and definitions, Chs. SPS 140
Scope of practice, Ch. SPS 142
NARCOTICS AND DRUGS
Dentists, to maintain records, DE 5.02
Dispensing by dentists, DE 5.03
Hospitals, drug room, DHS 124.15
Pharmacist, requirements for dispensing, Ch. Pharm 8
Scheduling of controlled substances, Ch. CSB 2
Special use authorization, Ch. CSB 3
NATIVE AMERICANS
Chippewa treaty rights participants: Fishing, NR 13.10 to 13.196
Gathering, NR 13.50 to 13.57
General, NR 13.01 to 13.05
Hunting and trapping, NR 13.30 to 13.44
Medical relief programs, Ch. DHS 250
Student assistance grants, Ch. HEA 6
Teaching licenses, language, culture and history, license requirements, PI 34.054 to 34.056
Tribal community and school liaison license, PI 34.053
Tribal language revitalization grants, Ch. PI 39
Veterans’ service grants, Ch. VA 15
NATURAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT PROCEDURES
See also Boat Registration and Regulation; Conservation and Outdoor Activities; Environmental Protection; Water
Endangered resources information fees, Ch. NR 29
Fish and game ordinances, local; voided by department, NR 19.40
Forestry grant and state aid administration, Ch. NR 47
Fur, fish and game seals, attachment, NR 19.115
License and permit procedures, Ch. NR 8
Approval deadlines; licenses, permits for fur, fish, game, outdoor activities, NR 19.01
Conservation, waivers for recreational activity, NR 19.025
Natural resources board policies
Access, abandonment, NR 1.92
Access to water: Adequacy, NR 1.91
Platted subdivisions, NR 1.93
Policy, NR 1.90
Standards, NR 1.91
Acquisition of fish and game lands, NR 1.43
Acquisition of recreational land, NR 1.40
Acquisition of state forest land, NR 1.42
Areas of special natural resource interest, identification of, NR 1.05
Big game mammals, NR 1.15
Boating, recreational facilities program, Ch. NR 7
Captive birds and animals, NR 1.18
Coniferous plantations, establishment, NR 1.22
Cooperation with municipalities on land acquisition, NR 1.44
Department land, master planning, NR 1.60
Department land, public use, NR 1.61
Disposition of state fish and game lands, NR 1.46
Disposition of state forest lands, NR 1.45
Disposition of state park lands, NR 1.47
Education, NR 1.70
Environmental quality standards, NR 1.52
Fire control cooperation, NR 1.23
Fisheries and aquatic resources, NR 1.01
Forestry management practices, NR 1.25
Friends groups, NR 1.71
Fur bearers, NR 1.16
Game bird stocking, NR 1.12
Granting easements, NR 1.485
Great Lakes, fisheries, management, NR 1.04
Growing trees and shrubs, NR 1.20
Ice Age and North Country trails, NR 1.29
Inland fisheries, management, NR 1.02
Issuance of environmental pollution orders, NR 1.50
Land acquisition authorization, NR 1.41
Land purchase, county board approval, NR 1.445
Leasing department lands, NR 1.48
Mississippi river fisheries, management, NR 1.03
Natural and scientific areas, NR 1.32
Nongame wildlife, NR 1.17
Priority navigable waterways, identification of, NR 1.07
Private forestry
Assistance, NR 1.21
Assistance priorities, NR 1.212
Consulting programs, Chs. SPS 213
Public rights features, identification of, NR 1.06
INDEX
Admissions, retentions and removals, DHS 132.51 to
132.54
Assessment for occupied beds, Ch. DHS 15
Capital expenditures review, Ch. DHS 122
Developmentally disabled facilities, for, Ch. DHS
123
Enforcement, DHS 132.21
Forfeiture appeals, procedure, Ch. HA 1
General, DHS 132.11 to 132.15
Illumination, see Electric
Insurance policies, standards for issuance, Ins 3.455,
3.46
Life safety, design and construction, DHS 132.81 to
132.84
Management, DHS 132.41 to 132.46
Pharmaceutical services, Ch. 69
Physical environment, DHS 132.71, 132.72
Quality assurance and improvement projects, DHS
132.16
Residents’ rights and protections, DHS 132.31 to
132.33
Services, DHS 132.60 to 132.70

OFFICE BUILDINGS
See Commercial Building Code; Electric; Existing
Buildings, Commercial

OLD–AGE ASSISTANCE
See Public Assistance

ONE AND 2−FAMILY DWELLINGS
See Uniform Dwelling Code

OPTOMETRISTS
Certificate of registration, Ch. Opt 7
Continuing education, Ch. Opt 8
Definitions, Ch. Opt 1
Licensure, Opt 3
Pharmaceutical agents, use of, Ch. SPS 10
Practice of optometry, Ch. Opt 1
Reciprocity, application, Ch. Opt 4
Superficial foreign bodies, removal from eye,
certification, Ch. Opt 6
Therapeutic pharmaceutical agents, use of,
certification, Ch. Opt 6
Unprofessional Conduct, Ch. Opt 5

OSTEOPATHY
License to practice medicine and surgery, Ch. Med 1

PARKING STRUCTURES
See Commercial Building Code

PARLS
State fair park, Chs. SPP 1 to 7
State parks:
Aircraft, launching prohibited, NR 45.05
Beaches, conduct prohibited, NR 45.08
Boats, operation of, in certain waters, NR 45.11
Camping, NR 45.10
Fees and charges, NR 45.12
Fire regulations, NR 45.07
Firearms, possession or control, NR 45.09
Firewood, NR 45.045
Hunting, NR 45.09
Parking vehicles or watercraft, NR 45.05
Pets, NR 45.06
Shoreline zone, restrictions, NR 45.085
Snowmobile, sled, toboggan operation, NR 45.05
Traffic, vehicular, NR 45.05

PAROLE
Child sex offenders, pharmacological treatment, Ch.
DOC 330
Community supervision, Ch. DOC 328
Procedure, Ch. PAC 1
Sex offender registration, Ch. Jus 8

PAYMENTS
See Commercial Building Code; Existing Buildings,
Commercial

PATIENT COMPENSATION PANELS
Forms, Ch. DC 1

PERFUSIONISTS
Generally, Ch. Med 22
Registration, biennial, Ch. Med 14
Unprofessional conduct, Ch. Med 10

PENSIONS
See Public Assistance; Retirement Fund

PERMITS AND LICENSES
See the particular agency involved

PESTICIDES
Agricultural chemical cleanup program, Ch. ATCP
35
Agricultural worker protection, ATCP 29.60 to 29.66
Aldicarb, use restrictions, reporting requirements,
ATCP 29.32
Application, use and disposal, ATCP 29.50 to 29.58
Atrazine, Ch. ATCP 30
Bat control, ATCP 30.19
Bulk storage, Ch. ATCP 33
Chemical and container collection program, Ch.
ATCP 34
Chemigation, ATCP 29.54
Commercial application business, ATCP 29.20 to
29.22
Dealers and distributors, ATCP 29.15, 29.16
Definitions, ATCP 29.01, 30.01, NR 80.01
Emergency use permits, ATCP 29.70
Exemptions, NR 80.03
Experimental use permits, ATCP 29.71
General provisions, ATCP 29.01, 29.02
Groundwater contamination, Ch. ATCP 31
Handling and applying, individuals, ATCP 29.25 to
29.33
Injection of, for agricultural purposes, NR 812.38
Labeling, ATCP 29.06
Labeling pesticide–fertilizer mixtures, ATCP 40.08
Limited purpose pesticides, ATCP 30.15
Manufacturers and labelers, requirements, ATCP
29.10 to 29.15
Metam sodium restrictions, ATCP 30.22
Mixing, disposal and spills, ATCP 29.45 to 29.48
Pest declaration, ATCP 29.02
Private applicators, ATCP 29.27
Prohibited pesticides, ATCP 30.05
Registration, ATCP 29.05
Requirements for use, NR 80.02
Sale and display, ATCP 29.40, 29.41
Special local needs, pesticide registration, ATCP
29.72
Special permit pesticides, ATCP 30.10
Special registration and use authorization, ATCP
29.70 to 29.72
Storing, transporting and selling, ATCP 29.40, 29.41
Use, ATCP 29.50 to 29.58
Worker protection, ATCP 29.60 to 29.66

PETROLEUM AND OTHER LIQUID FUEL
PRODUCTS
Generally, Ch. ATCP 93.94
Environmental cleanup fund, Ch. NR 747

PHARMACISTS AND PHARMACIES
Authority and definitions, Ch. Phar 1
Continuing education, Ch. Phar 16
Controlled substances, Ch. Phar 8
Distributor requirements, Ch. Phar 13
Hearing procedure, Ch. Phar 11
Internship, Ch. Phar 17
Licensure;
Pharmacist, Ch. Phar 2
Examinations, Ch. Phar 4
Renewal, Ch. Phar 5
Pharmacy, Ch. Phar 6
Manufacturer requirements, Ch. Phar 12
Nursing homes, pharmaceutical services, Ch. Phar
9
Oxygen providers, home medical, Ch. Phar 14
Pharmacist practice, Ch. Phar 11
Pharmacy operation and equipment, Ch. Phar 6
Professional conduct, Ch. Phar 10
Sterile pharmaceuticals, Ch. Phar 15

PHYSICAL THERAPY
Biennial registration, Ch. PT 8
Continuing education, Ch. PT 9
Examinations, Ch. PT 2
Licenses, Ch. PT 1
Locum tenens, Ch. PT 4
Temporary, Ch. PT 3
Physical therapists assistants, Ch. PT 5
Referrals, Ch. PT 6
Unprofessional conduct, Ch. PT 7

PHYSICIANS
Abortions, Ch. Med 11
Administrative physician license, ch. Med 23
Continuing education, Ch. Med 15
Disciplinary actions, extension of time limits, SPS 2.20
Dispensing drugs, standards, Ch. Med 17
Health care provider loan assistance program, Ch. UWS 24
Informed consent, Ch. Med 18

Plan review and approval, SPS 383.22
Requirements, SPS 383.30 to 383.33
Scope and application, SPS 383.01 to 383.05
Products, alternate or experimental approvals, SPS 384.50
Septic tanks, seepage tanks, etc. servicing, Ch. NR 113
See also Environmental Protection

See also Environmental Protection

Treatment standards, SPS 382.70
Ventilation, commercial buildings, Ch. SPS 364
Water supply systems, SPS 382.40, 382.41
Well construction and pump installation, Ch. NR 812

POTATOES
Certified seed:
Badger state brand, ATCP 156.12
Certificates required, ATCP 156.02, 156.03
Defects, ATCP 156.11
Definitions, ATCP 156.01
Inspection, ATCP 156.04
Misrepresentation, ATCP 156.16
Wisconsin yellow tag, ATCP 156.13
Marketing order, Ch. ATCP 149
Potato, late blight, ATCP 21.15
Potato rot nematode, ATCP 21.14
Transportation seed potato, overweight permits, Ch. Trans 258

POULTRY
Diseases, ATCP 10.40 to 10.42
Egg grades, labeling and quality standards, Ch. ATCP 88
Meat inspection, Ch. ATCP 55

POWER PLANT SITING
Generally, Ch. PSC 112, 117

PRESSURE VESSEL
See Boilers and Pressure Vessels

PRISONS
Administrative confinement, Ch. DOC 308
Adult institutions:
Classification of inmates, Ch. DOC 302
Community supervision, Ch. DOC 328
Discipline, Ch. DOC 303
Leave for qualified inmates, Ch. DOC 326
Mental health treatment for inmates, Ch. DOC 314
Resources for inmates, Ch. DOC 309
Security, Ch. DOC 306
Sentence and release provisions, Ch. DOC 302
Wage and study release, inmate fund, DOC 242.12
Wage and study release, inmate funds, DOC 234.09
Wage and study release, termination, DOC 242.13
Work and study release, Ch. DOC 324
Community residential confinement, Ch. DOC 327
Complaint procedures, Ch. DOC 310
Inmate secure work program, Ch. DOC 304
Intensive sanctions program, Ch. DOC 333
Jails, Ch. DOC 350
Municipal lockup facilities, Ch. DOC 349
Parole and extended supervision, procedure and policy, Ch. PAC 1
Probation, parole, or extended supervision revocation procedure, Ch. DOC 331
Temporary release, Ch. DOC 315
Wisconsin corrections industries, Ch. DOC 313

Youth in custody:
Administrative confinement in type 1 secured facilities, Ch. DOC 374
Aftercare conduct and revocation, Ch. DOC 393
Assessment and case management, Ch. DOC 171
Child caring institutions, type 2, Ch. DOC 394
Complaint procedure in type 1 secured facilities, Ch. DOC 380
Conduct in type 1 secured facilities, Ch. DOC 373
Drug testing of youth on county supervision, type 2 or aftercare, Ch. DOC 392
Furloughs, offgrounds leave and trial visits, Ch. DOC 381
Living conditions in type 1 secured facilities, Ch. DOC 379
Obstruction status in type 1 secured facilities, ch. DOC 375
Psychotropic medication, use of, Ch. DOC 383
Secure detention, Ch. DOC 346
Secure facilities, type 2, Ch. DOC 396
Security in type 1 secured facilities, Ch. DOC 376

PRIVATE DETECTIVES
Generally, Ch. SP 30 to 35

PROCEDURE, AGENCY RULES OF
Agriculture, trade and consumer protection, department, Ch. ATCP 1
Banking review board, DFI−Bkg 10.01 to 10.11
Banks, commissioner of, DFI−Bkg 11.01 to 11.15
Credentialed boarding, Ch. SP 3
Credit union review board, DFI−CU 56.01 to 56.11
Division of Hearings and Appeals, HA 1 to 4
Employment peace act, Ch. ERC 1 to 4
Employment relations board, Ch. ERC 7
Equal opportunities, investigation, hearings, determinations, Ch. DWD 218, Ch. LIRC 4
Insurance, Ch. Ins 5
Labor and industry review commission, Chs. LIRC 1 to 4
Natural resources, Ch. NR 2
Occupational license, Ch. SP 1
Public instruction, Ch. PI 97
Public service commission:
Agents of commission, SPC 1.01 to 1.05
Assessment of costs, Ch. SPC 5
Procedure and practice, Ch. SP 2
Public utilities labor disputes, Chs. ERC 5 to 8
Savings and loan commissioner, Ch. DFI−SL 20
Savings and loan review board, Ch. DFI−SL 20
Unemployment insurance, appeals, Ch. DWD 140, Ch. LIRC 2
Union labor practices, Ch. ERC 2
Wage determination, municipal contracts, exemption, DWD 290.09
Review of agency decision, DWD 290.10
When no contractual language for it exists, DWD 290.11
Wage determination request, municipal contracts, public works, DWD 290.08
Review of agency decision, DWD 290.08
Whistleblower protection, Ch. DWD 224
Wis. franchise investment law, Ch. DF−Sec 36
Worker’s compensation, Ch. DWD 80, Ch. LIRC 3

PROPERTY TAX
See Taxation

PROSPECTING
See Environmental Protection

PSYCHOLOGISTS
Authority and definitions, Ch. Psy 1
Continuing education, Ch. Psy 4
Examination and licensure requirements, Ch. Psy 2
License renewal, Ch. Psy 4
Professional conduct, Ch. Psy 5
School psychology, private practice requirements, Ch. Psy 3
Temporary practice, Psy 2.14

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
See Economic Support
County relief programs, Ch. DHS 251
Fair hearings, Ch. HA 3
Food stamps, electronic benefit transfer, Ch. DHS 252
Nutrition program for women, infants and children (WIC), Ch. DHS 149
Tribal medical relief programs, Ch. DHS 230
SAFETY AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT — EDUCATIONAL APPROVAL

Advertising, unfair trade practices, Ch. SPS 405
Definitions, Ch. SPS 401
Distance learning, Ch. SPS 411
Enrollment documents, Ch. SPS 406
Placement services, Ch. SPS 409
Records, Ch. SPS 407
Refund standards, Ch. SPS 408
School approval, Ch. SPS 404
Schools, deceptive promotional practices, Ch. SPS 405
Soliticer's permits, Ch. SPS 4010

SAFETY AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT — PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Acupuncturists, Chs. SPS 524
Amusement rides, Ch. SPS 207
Blasting and fireworks, SPS 305.20, 305.25
Buildings, structures and sites, SPS 305.31 to 305.35
Commercial, Ch. SPS 305.40 to 305.46
Dwellings, SPS 305.47
Elevators and other conveyances, SPS 305.9905
to 305.999
Fire sprinklers, SPS 305.50 to 305.56
General requirements, SPS 305.01 to 305.12
Inspectors, SPS 305.60 to 305.68
Liquid fueled gas suppliers, SPS 305.73
Manufactured home builders, dealers and salespersons, SPS 305.32 to 305.325
Mechanical, HVAC, SPS 305.70 to 305.73
Petroleum tank systems, SPS 305.80 to 305.88
Plumbing, SPS 305.90 to 305.99
Dwelling Code, Chs. SPS 320 to 325
For detailed analysis, see Uniform Dwelling Code

Solar energy systems, Ch. SPS 371
Stop work and stop use procedures, SPS 303.10 to 303.16
Swimming pools and water attractions, Chs. ATCP 76, SPS 390
Tanning facilities, Ch. SPS 220
Tattooing and body piercing, Ch. SPS 221
Transportation network companies, Ch. SPS 210
Uniform dwelling code, Chs. SPS 320 to 325
For detailed analysis, see Uniform Dwelling Code
Variance procedure, petition for, Ch. SPS 303

SALES AND USE TAX
See Sales Tax

SALES FINANCE COMPANIES
Regulation of, Ch. DFI−Big 76

SALES PRACTICES
See Trade Practices and Consumer Protection

SAND AND GRAVEL EXCAVATIONS
See Mines, Pits and Quarries; Environmental Protection

SANDHILL WILDLIFE DEMONSTRATION AREA
Deer hunting, NR 10.22

SANITARIANS
Registration, Chs. SPS 174 to 177

SANITATION
See also Agriculture: Trade Practices and Consumer Protection

Campgrounds and resorts, Chs. ATCP 79
Canning factories, Ch. ATCP 70
Deli-cassette, Ch. ATCP 75
Food warehouses, Ch. ATCP 71
Hotels, motels and tourist rooming houses, Ch. ATCP 73
Institution, Ch. DHS 190
Lockup facilities, DOC 349.08
Meat and poultry products, Ch. ATCP 55
Migrant workers, field sanitation facilities, DWD 301.09
Milk and milk products, See dairy
Nursing home, Ch. DHS 132
Restaurants and retail food establishments, Ch. ATCP 73
Soda water beverages manufacturing, Ch. ATCP 70
Specialty restroom facilities, Ch. SPS 391
Swimming pools, Ch. ATCP 76

SAVINGS AND LOANS
Advertising, DFI−SL 2.09
Annual statements, Ch. DFI−SL 4
Articles of incorporation, Ch. DFI−SL 9
Authority, DFI−SL 2.05
Authorized activities of associations, Ch. DFI−SL 16
Bylaws, Ch. DFI−SL 10
Chartered as bank, procedure, DFI−Big 3.07
Complaints against associations, DFI−SL 2.06
Corporate name, DFI−SL 2.08
Debt cancellation and debt suspension actions, Ch. DFI−SL 22
Definitions, Ch. DFI−SL 1
Employee contracts and compensation, Ch. DFI−SL 7
Financial subsidiaries, Ch. DFI−SL 21
Holding companies, Ch. DFI−SL 19
Lending fairness:
Quarantine, DFI−SL 8.03
Prohibited underwriting practices, DFI−SL 8.02
Loans:
Commercial, DFI−SL 13.06
Consumer, DFI−SL 13.05
Fairness in lending, Ch. DFI−SL 8
Limits on one borrower, DFI−SL 13.01
Mortgage, DFI−SL 13.03
Policies, written, DFI−SL 13.02
Variable rate, approval of indexes, DFI−SL 13.04
Net worth requirements, Ch. DFI−SL 5
New associations, minimum requirements, Ch. DFI−SL 18
Real estate investments, Ch. DFI−SL 14
Real estate owned and other repossessed assets, Ch. DFI−SL 11
Records of the association:
Clerical and accounting services, DFI−SL 6.04
Destruction, DFI−SL 6.01
Management, DFI−SL 6.02
Recordkeeping standards, DFI–SL 6.05
Retention requirements, DFI–SL 6.03
Remote service units, Ch. DFI–Bkg 14, Ch. DFI–SL 12
Review board, procedures before, Ch. DFI–SL 20
Savings banks, Chs. DFI–SB 1 to 22
Subsidiary investments, Chs. DFI–SL 15
Supervisory orders, DFI–SL 2.04
Trusts: operating, Administration, DFI–SL 17.04
Application for permit, DFI–SL 17.03
Assets, segregation, DFI–SL 17.05
Audit of trust department, DFI–SL 17.06
Books and accounts, DFI–SL 17.05
Common trust funds, DFI–SL 17.14
Investment of funds, DFI–SL 17.09
Self–directing, DFI–SL 17.10
Uninsured associations, Ch. DFI–SL 3
Trusts: pecuniary and security of insurance, DFI–SL 3.02

SAVINGS BANKS
Annual statements, Ch. DFI–SB 4
Articles of incorporation, Ch. DFI–SB 9
Authorized activities, DFI–SL 16
Bylaws, Ch. DFI–SB 10
Employment contracts and compensation, Ch. DFI–SL 61
Fairness in lending, Ch. DFI–SB 8
Financial subsidiaries, Ch. DFI–SB 19
General provisions, Ch. DFI–SB 2
Loans, Ch. DFI–SB 13
Mutual holding companies, Ch. DFI–SB 22
Mutual to stock institution, conversion, Ch. DFI–SB 21
Net worth requirements, Ch. DFI–SB 5
Real estate investments, Ch. DFI–SB 14
Real estate owned, repossessed assets, Ch. DFI–SB 5
Records management, retention and destruction, Ch. DFI–SB 6
Remote service units, Ch. DFI–SB 12
Requirements to organize new bank, Ch. DFI–SB 18
Savings bank review board, Ch. DFI–SB 20
Surety bonds, liquidity and appraisal standards, Ch. DFI–SB 3
Trust powers, Ch. DFI–SB 17

SCALES
See Trade Practices and Consumer Protection

SCHOOLS
For public school programs, see also Public Instruction Department
Barbering and cosmetology, see Barbering and Cosmetology Schools
Bargaining and arbitration, district employees, Ch. EBC 33
Building code, requirements, Chs. SPS 361 to 366
Correspondence and for–profit schools, see Safety and Professional Services Department — Educational Approval
Educational telecommunications access program, Ch. PSC 161
Existing buildings, Chs. SPS 366, 375, 378
Fire escapes, SPS 378.02
Heating, existing buildings, SPS 378.09
Illumination, Ch. SPS 316
Immunization requirements, Ch. DHS 144
Insurers, domestic stock:
Insured trading activities, Ins 6.41
Statement of beneficial ownership, Ins 6.42
Statement of changes in beneficial ownership, Ins 6.43
Nursing, accreditation policies, Ch. N 1
Psychologists, practice requirements, Ch. Psy 3
Public service corporations, competitive bidding:
Bids, filing with commission, PSC 108.03
Bids, public invitation, PSC 108.02
General requirements, PSC 108.01
Scholarships and loans, see Educational Grants; Higher Educational Aids Board; Technical College System
Self–insured health care benefits, excess or stop–loss requirements, Ins 8.11
Student, higher educational aids, Chs. HEA 4 to 12
Student work–like activities, DWD 270.19, 272.085
Technical college system, Chs. TCS 1 to 14
Transportation of children, Chs. PI 7, Trans 300
See also Transportation
Vacines:
Mandatory for children, Ch. DHS 144
Purchase and distribution to schools, Ch. DHS 146
SECURITIES
Administrative procedures, Chs. DFI–Sec 8
Broker–dealers and agents:
Capital requirements, DFI–Sec 5.02
Conduct, DFI–Sec 4.05, 4.06
License, denial, suspension, revocation and censure, DFI–Sec 4.09
License period, DFI–Sec 4.07
License withdrawal, DFI–Sec 4.08
Licensing procedures, DFI–Sec 4.01
Records, DFI–Sec 4.03
Reporting requirements, DFI–Sec 4.04
Corporate take–over law, Chs. DFI–Sec 21 to 29
Dealers and agents regulation, Chs. DFI–Sec 1 to 9
Federal law, conformity with, Ch. DFI–Sec 28
Filing of long–form statement of ownership, DFI–Sec 21
Forms, Chs. DFI–Sec 9
Franchise investment law, Chs. DFI–Sec 31 to 36
Investment advisers:
Capital requirements, DFI–Sec 5.02
Conduct, DFI–Sec 5.03, 5.06
Custody of funds or securities, DFI–Sec 5.035
Electronic filing, DFI–Sec 5.10
Federal covered advisor filing, DFI–Sec 5.11
License, denial, suspension, revocation and censure, DFI–Sec 5.09
License period, DFI–Sec 5.07
License withdrawal, DFI–Sec 5.08
Licensing procedure, DFI–Sec 5.01
Records, DFI–Sec 5.03
Reporting requirements, DFI–Sec 5.04
Transition filing, DFI–Sec 5.12
Licensing:
Brokers–dealers and agents, Ch. DFI–Sec 4
Investment advisors, Chs. DFI–Sec 5
Registration exemptions, Chs. DFI–Sec 2
Registration requirements, procedures, Chs. DFI–Sec 2
Senior–specific professional designations, Ch. DFI–Sec 10
Titles and definitions, Chs. DFI–Sec 1
Wisconsin corporate take–over law:
Definitions, Ch. DFI–Sec 21
Exemptions, Ch. DFI–Sec 24
Federal Law, conformity, Ch. DFI–Sec 28
Forms, Chs. DFI–Sec 29
Fraudulent and deceptive practices, Chs. DFI–Sec 26
General provisions, Chs. DFI–Sec 27
Ownership information filing, Chs. DFI–Sec 22
Registration of offers, Chs. DFI–Sec 23
Solicitation materials, false or misleading, Ch. DFI–Sec 25
SECURITY GUARDS
Licensing and regulation, Chs. SPS 30 to 35
SEEDS
See Agriculture
SEPTIC TANKS
See Environmental Protection; Plumbing
SERVICE STATIONS
See also Electric; Gasoline; Liquefied Natural Gas; Liquefied Petroleum Gas
SERVICE STATIONS
See also Electric; Gasoline; Liquefied Natural Gas; Liquefied Petroleum Gas
Plannable, combustible and hazardous liquids; handling, storage, use, Ch. ATCP 93
SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS
Alternative requirements, NR 110.04
Construction plans, NR 110.06
Disinfection, NR 110.23
Environmental protection:
Chs. NR 110 and 114
Lagoons, NR 110.24
Lift stations, NR 110.11
Screening devices, NR 110.16
Settling tanks, NR 110.18
Sewer extensions, NR 110.05
Trickling filters, NR 110.19
SEWERAGE SYSTEMS
See also Environmental Protection; Plumbing
Boat and on–shore sewage facilities, Chs. SPS 386
Construction requirements, Ch. NR 110
Design construction and operation, Ch. NR 108
Lagoons, NR 110.24
Land disposal:
Absorption pond systems, NR 110.255 (1)
General conditions, NR 110.25
Overland flow systems, NR 110.255 (4)
Ridge and furrow systems, NR 110.255 (3)
Spray irrigation systems, NR 110.255 (2)
Private systems, Chs. SPS 383
Septic or holding tanks, pumping chambers, grease interceptors, seepage beds, pits and trenches; privies or portable restrooms, servicing standards, Ch. NR 113
Septic tank replacement or rehabilitation grant programs, Ch. SPS 387
Sewage effluent, land disposal, standards, NR 110.25
Sewer extensions, NR 110.05
Soil and site evaluation, Chs. SPS 385
SHORELAND PROTECTION PROGRAM
Purpose and standards, Ch. NR 115
SIGNS
See also Electric
Advertising along the national system of interstate and defense highways, Chs. Trans 201
Highways, erected, Ch. Trans 200
Navigation aids, NR 5.09
Snowmobile trails, NR 50.09
Warning signs for underground transmission lines, Trans 200.05
Warning signs, utility work areas, Trans 200.055
Waterway markers, NR 5.09
SKATING RINKS
See Commercial Building Code; Electric
SKIING
Lift plan approval fee, SPS 302.21
Passenger ropeways, Chs. SPS 333
Slaughterhouses
Inspection, Ch. ATCP 55
Snowmobiles
Aids to clubs, NR 50.11
Equipment standards, Ch. NR 6
Grant programs for trails, NR 50.09
Law enforcement aid to counties, NR 50.12
Law enforcement aid to municipalities, NR 50.13
Operation on posted department land unlawful, NR 45.05
Races and derbyes, NR 6.09
Rail crossings, NR 6.40 to 6.46
Signs on trails, NR 50.09
Traffic on state–owned lands, NR 45.05
Trails, NR 50.09
SOCIAL SECURITY AIDS
See Public Assistance
SOCIAL SERVICES
See Children and Families; Health Services; Public Welfare
SODA AND BOTTLED DRINKING WATER
Botling establishments:
General requirements, ATCP 70.03 to 70.11
Special requirements, ATCP 70.23 to 70.26
Trade practices, ATCP 102.11 to 102.16
Vending of beverages, Ch. ATCP 75
SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION
Nonpoint source water pollution abatement program, Ch. NR 155
Resource management program, Ch. ATCP 50
SOIL TESTING
Generally, Ch. SPS 385
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS
Administration, SPS 371.01 to 371.03
Consumer evaluation, SPS 371.05 to 371.07
Definitions, SPS 371.10
Materials and workmanship, SPS 371.20 to 371.30
Operation and maintenance, SPS 371.50 to 371.53
Warranty, SPS 371.40, 371.41
Soldiers, Sailors and Marines
See Armed Forces; Veterans; Veterans Affairs
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
See also Hazardous Waste Management
Air curtain destructors, NR 502.10
Asbestos disposal, NR 509.0
Bankruptcy notification, NR 520.13
Nexus, Tax 2.82
Occupational license application denial, tax delinquency, Ch. SPS 9
Pensions, withholding, Tax 2.90
Power of attorney, taxpayer representation before the department, Tax 1.13
Professional athletes, non-resident, compensation, Tax 2.31
Professional sports clubs, interstate, Tax 2.505
Procedure for apportionment of cost of administration of s. 125.69 (4), Stats., Tax 8.85
Property credits, historic structure rehabilitation, definition of “begun”, Tax 2.956
Property tax:
Assessment districts, Tax 12.07
Assessor certification, examinations, Tax 12.055
Temporary tax, Tax 12.05
Assessors, continuing education, Tax 12.065
Biogas, synthetic gas, solar and wind energy systems, exemption, Tax 12.50
Duties of assessors, Tax 12.06
Manufacturing property report forms, examination, confidentiality, Tax 12.10
Public utilities, full market values, Tax 6.50
Public utility taxation, Ch. 6
Real estate transfer fee, Ch. Tax 15
Records, penalty for failure to produce, Tax 2.85, 11.90
Retirement pay, withholding, Tax 2.90
Retirement plan distribution, Tax 3.085
Sales and use tax, Ch. Tax 11
Tax increment enhancement district reports, Tax 12.60
Waste treatment facilities, tax status, Tax 6.40
Withholding:
Federal tax year taxpayers, Tax 2.91
Income subject to, defined, Tax 2.90
Wages, Tax 2.90
TAXES
See Frumented Malt Beverage Tax; Income Tax; Intoxicating Liquor Tax; Tax Appeals Commission; Taxation
TAXIDERNY
See Fish and Fishing; Game and Hunting
TEACHERS
See also Public Instruction
Collective bargaining and interest arbitration, Ch. ERC 33
Licenses, PI 34
Minority student loan program, Ch. HEA 11
Professional standards council, PI 34.108
Technical college instruction certification, Ch. TCS 3
TEACHERS RETIREMENT
See Employee Trust Funds
TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM
Admission procedures, Ch. TCS 4
Contract for services, Ch. TCS 8
District board member appointments, Ch. TCS 2
District budget, audit and finance, Ch. TCS 7
District policies, Ch. TCS 6
District reorganization proceedings, Ch. TCS 1
Environmental policy act procedures, Ch. TCS 12
Facility development procedures, Ch. TCS 5
Instructor certification, Ch. TCS 3
Residency, admissions and fee refunds, Ch. TCS 10
Student financial assistance, Chs. HEA 4 to 12
Student participation in programs, district reporting, Ch. TCS 9
Student religious beliefs, accommodation of, Ch. TCS 14
Training program grants, Ch. TCS 17
TELEPHONE UTILITIES
Abandonment or discontinuance of service, PSC 2.11
Affiliations with other persons, PSC 100.01 to 100.04
Allocation of joint expenses among departments, PSC 103.01 to 103.05
Assessment of costs of regulation, PSC 5
Definitions, PSC 165.02
Emergency operation, PSC 165.065
Emergency service contracts (911), Ch. PSC 173
Exchange area boundaries, PSC 165.033
General standards, PSC 165.01
Municipal tax equivalent, Ch. PSC 109
Tariff, filing, PSC 165.032
TELEVISION AND RADIO EQUIPMENT
See Commercial Building Code; Electric
THEATERS
Existing buildings, Chs. SPS 366, 375 to 379
Existing, ventilating and air conditioning, Ch. SPS 364
Illumination, see Electric
Ventilation, Ch. SPS 364
TIPS
Taxation, withholding, Tax 2.90
Unemployment insurance, Ch. DWD 130
Wages, minimum, computation, DWD 272.03
TOBACCO
Master settlement agreement, Ch. Jud 16
TOBACCO CONTROL ACTIVITIES
Grant awards, DHS 199.06
Project eligibility, DHS 199.04
Restrictions, DHS 199.07
TOILETS
See also Commercial Building Code
Access, equal speed to, SPS 391.14
Existing buildings, SPS 377.30, 378.10, 379.12
Ventilation, see Commercial Building Code
TOURISM
Directional signs, Trans 200.08
Film production accreditation program, Ch. Tour 4
Marketing joint effort, Tour 1
Tourist information center grants, Tour 3
TOURIST ROOMING HOUSES
See Commercial Building Code: Hotels, Motels and Tourist Rooming Houses
TOWN MUTUAL INSURANCE
Generally, Chs 13.10
TRADE PRACTICES AND CONSUMER PROTECTION
Academic material, unfair trade practices, Ch. ATCP 128
Air conditioners, mobile; recycling refrigerant, Ch. ATCP 136
Art prints and multiple art, sales practices, Ch. ATCP 117
Bed and breakfast establishments, Ch. ATCP 73
Brewers, price discrimination, ATCP 102.01 to 102.03
Cable television, telecommunication, and internet services, Ch. ATCP 123
Campgrounds, Ch. ATCP 729
Camps, educational and recreational, Ch. ATCP 78
Chain distributor schemes, Ch. ATCP 122
Cigarette pricing, Ch. ATCP 12.05
Collection agencies, Ch. DFI-Bkg 74
Commodity sales by weight, measure or count ATCP 9
Consumer product safety, Ch. ATCP 139
Coupon sales promotions, Ch. ATCP 131
Credit report security freezes, Ch. ATCP 112
Dairy industry trade practices, Ch. ATCP 103
Payments to milk producers, security, Ch. ATCP 100
Direct marketing, Ch. ATCP 127
Dog sellers and facility operators, Ch. ATCP 16
Food service, Ch. ATCP 109
Employment, deceptive offers of, Ch. ATCP 116
Flammable, combustible and hazardous liquids, Ch. ATCP 93
Food service and freezer meat plans, trade practices, Ch. ATCP 109
Hazardous substances, Ch. ATCP 139
Home improvement trade practices, Ch. ATCP 110
Home solicitation selling, Ch. ATCP 127
Hotels, motels, and rooming houses, Ch. ATCP 72
Insurance, see Insurance
Labeling and packaging, Ch. ATCP 90
Hazardous substances, Ch. ATCP 139.03
Plastic containers, labeling for recycling, Ch. ATCP 137
Poison, ATCP 139.07
Manufactured home communities, Ch. ATCP 125
Motor fuel:
Gasoline, prohibited practices, Ch. ATCP 113
Pricing, ATCP 102.21 to 102.23
Motor vehicle trade practices, Ch. ATCP 139
Price comparison advertising, Ch. ATCP 124
Real estate advertising, advance fees, Ch. ATCP 114
Referral selling plans, Ch. ATCP 121
Residential rental practices, Ch. ATCP 134
Sales by weight, measure and count, Ch. ATCP 91
Restaurants, retail food establishments, Ch. ATCP 75
Securities, see Securities
Soda water beverage industry, price discrimination, ATCP 102.11 to 102.16
Toys, banned, ATCP 139.05
Television, telecommunication, and internet services, Ch. ATCP 122
Underground tanks; flammable, combustible and hazardous liquids, Ch. ATCP 93
Unfair sales(below cost), Ch. ATCP 105
Universities and colleges, for-profit Ch. SPS 405
Vegetable procurement trade practices, Ch. ATCP 91
Waste measuring devices, Ch. ATCP 92
Work recruitment schemes, Ch. ATCP 116
TRAFFIC CONTROL
See also Highways: Transportation
State parks, NR 45.05
State treatment institutions, Ch. DHS 60
Wisconsin Veterans Home, VA 6.03
TRANSPORTATION
See also Highways: Motor Carriers; Motor Vehicles; Public Service Commission
Airbags, safety belts, installed and operational, Trans 305.27
Airport improvement, conditions of state aid, Ch. Trans 55
Airport siting, standards, Ch. Trans 57
Airports, land acquisition loan program, Ch. Trans 54
Alcohol breath testing, Ch. Trans 311
Alcohol and controlled substances, frequent testing program for probation, parole, extended supervision, Ch. Jud 19
Ambulance inspection:
General provisions, Trans 309.01 to 309.08
Medical and surgical equipment, Trans 309.21 to 309.25
Vehicle standards, Trans 309.09 to 309.20
Anhydrous ammonia, Ch. SPS 343
Auction dealers, Trans 158.05
Automated partnership processing system, Ch. Trans 156
Backhaul permits, Ch. Trans 262
Bridge inspection standards, Ch. Trans 212
Bridges, design and construction, Ch. Trans 207
Buses, see Motor Carriers
Child restraint standards, Chs. Trans 310
Combination trucks, designated highways for operation, Ch. Trans 276
Commercial operator licensing:
Alcohol use restrictions, Chs. Trans 119
Employer notification program, Ch. Trans 118
Occupational driver’s license, Ch. Trans 117
Third party testing, Ch. Trans 115
Time, routes or area limitations, Trans 117.09
Construction site erosion control, storm water management, Ch. Trans 401
Contractors, debarment, suspension and ineligibility, Ch. Trans 504
Converters, issuance of; manufacturer’s or wholesaler’s license, Ch. Trans 137
Counter service and fees, Trans 196.03
County trunk highway standards, Chs. Trans 205
Dealers:
Bonds, claims against, Trans 140.20 to 140.28
Business sign, Trans 138.06
Electronic processing of titles and registrations, Ch. Trans 141
Facility, Trans 138.03
Licensing, financial eligibility requirements, Ch. Trans 140
Records kept, Trans 138.04
Temporary sales location, Trans 138.08
Designated highway for vehicle length and combination, Trans 276
Division of land abutting a state trunk highway or connecting highway, Ch. Trans 233
Driver’s license, Chs. Trans 102
Copying, Trans 102.205
Point system, Ch. Trans 101
Requirements for examination, Chs. Trans 104
Suspension or revocation, Trans 101.04, 101.16
Driver licensing of persons with chemical abuse or dependency problems, Ch. Trans 107
Elderly and disabled transportation program, Ch. Trans 2
Electronic processing of titles and registrations by dealers, Ch. Trans 141
Environmental policy act procedures for department actions, Ch. Trans 400
Escort vehicles
Conditions, general, Trans 252.03
Equipment requirements, Trans 252.05
Operator qualifications and duties, Trans 252.04
Policy and procedures, Trans 252.06
Farm service commercial driver license, Trans 102.20
Federal public transit assistance, allocation to urbanized areas under 200,000 population, Ch. Trans 8
Fees, convenience fees, Ch. Trans 198
Forest and agricultural products, Ch. Trans 259
Garbage or refuse transportation permit, Ch. Trans 269
Graduated driver license restriction extensions, Trans 101.10
Graduated driver license requirements and waivers, Trans 104.055
Harbor assistance program, Ch. Trans 28
Hazardous materials, motor carrier safety requirements, Ch. Trans 326
High structures, erection, Ch. Trans 46
Highway and bridge project selection process, Ch. Trans 209
Highway project, major, numerical evaluation process, Ch. Trans 210
Highway signs
Erection, Ch. Trans 206
Outdoor advertising along interstate and federal aid systems, Ch. Trans 201
State trunk, location process, Ch. Trans 208
Highway salt storage requirements, Ch. Trans 277
Human services vehicles, Ch. Trans 301
Ignition interlock devices, breath alcohol, Ch. Trans 313
Infrastructure loan program, Ch. Trans 512
Insurance, motor carrier and school bus, certification requirements, Ch. Trans 170
International registration program, Ch. Trans 152
Interstate fuel tax, Ch. Trans 152
Land acquisition loan program for airports, Ch. Trans 54
License plates and permits, temporary, Ch. Trans 132
License plates for special groups, Ch. Trans 54
License plates and permits, temporary, Ch. Trans 132
Motor vehicle salvage pool, buyer identification cards, Ch. Trans 147
Motor vehicle title practices, Ch. Trans 139
Municipal highway bridges, design and construction over navigable streams, Ch. Trans 207
Municipal registration fee, Ch. Trans 126
Neighborhood electric vehicles, Ch. Trans 145
Noise barriers, criteria for siting, Ch. Trans 405
Odometer disclosure requirements, Ch. Trans 154
Operating privileges, Ch. Trans 155
Administrative suspension for prohibitive blood alcohol concentration, Ch. Trans 113
Suspension or revocation, Trans 101.04
Oversize or overweight vehicles:
Michigan–Wisconsin border, Ch. Trans 253
Multiple trip permits, Ch. Trans 255
Permits, Ch. Trans 250
Seed potato, Ch. Trans 258
Single trip permits, Ch. Trans 254
Permits, single trip, issuance by telephone, Ch. Trans 275
Photo operator’s license and identification card, Ch. Trans 102
Physically disabled, identification cards, Ch. Trans 130
Point schedule, Trans 101.02
Proof of insurance certifications, Ch. Trans 197
Rail fixed guideway systems, safety oversight, Ch. Trans 10
Railroad and public utility alteration and relocation loan program, Ch. Trans 30
Railroad property, utility facilities on, Ch. Trans 29
Records, and fees for searches and documentation, Ch. Trans 195
Recreational vehicles, dealer trade practices, Ch. Trans 142
Recyclable scrap permits, Ch. Trans 269
Registration, refusal due to unpaid parking tickets or judgments, Ch. Trans 128
Rental companies, Ch. Trans 175
Rider courses, Ch. Trans 129
Rideshare assistance program, Ch. Trans 5
Roadside vegetation management, Ch. Trans 280
Rural and small urban area public transportation assistance program, Ch. Trans 6
Rustic roads, Ch. Trans 1
Safety belt usage, physical or medical exemption, Ch. Trans 315
Safety responsibility and accident reporting, Ch. Trans 100
Salvage pool, buyer identification cards, Ch. Trans 147
Salvage vehicle, repaired, inspection of, Ch. Trans 149
Scenic byways program, Ch. Trans 202
School bus
Bus and van standards, Ch. Trans 300
Endorsements, general standards, Ch. Trans 112
Oxidation catalyst grant program, Ch. Trans 135
Trip permit, Ch. Trans 127
Signs:
Erected along public highways, Ch. Trans 200
Handicapped parking, Ch. Trans 200.07
Outdoor advertising, along interstate and federal–aid systems, control of, Ch. Trans 201
Underground transmission lines, Ch. Trans 200.05
Warning signs, utility work areas, Ch. Trans 200.055
Size and weight of vehicles and vehicle combinations, Ch. Trans 278
Slow–moving vehicle emblem, Ch. Trans 304
Snowplow drivers, backup, licensing, Trans 102.23
Special events, security, traffic enforcement and escort services, fees, Ch. Trans 320
Special groups, authorized for license plates, Ch. Trans 134
Special handling service and fees, Trans 196.04
Special vehicles, equipment standards, Ch. Trans 303
Specialized transportation assistance program, Ch. Trans 1
Studded tires, use, Ch. Trans 206
Telephone authorization for quarterly or monthly registration, Ch. Trans 133
Title, certifying of, salvage vehicle, Ch. Trans 149.09, 149.10
Tourist–oriented directional signs, Trans 200.08
Towing uninsured vehicles on private property, Ch. Trans 319
Town road bridge standards, Ch. Trans 214
Town road improvement standards, Ch. Trans 204
Traffic citation form, Ch. Trans 114
Traffic offenders, habitual, Ch. Trans 103
Traffic safety programs and instructors, certification of, Ch. Trans 106
Traffic violation and registration program, Ch. Trans 128
Traffic violation, point schedule, Trans 101.02
Trailer and semi–trailers, see Motor Carriers
Transportation facilities economic assistance and development program, Ch. Trans 510
Utility facilities relocation, Ch. Trans 220
Vehicle identification number inspection, Ch. Trans 155
Vehicle registration and fuel trip permits, Ch. Trans 146
Vehicle titling, trusts, Ch. Trans 157
Vehicle weight authorized by multiple trip permits, Ch. Trans 251
Annual permits, Trans 251.02
Forest and agricultural products, Trans 251.06
Garbage, refuse and scrap, Trans 251.05
Pole length, pulp–wood and coal, Trans 251.03
Vehicle weight limit exceptions, Ch. Trans 278
Vehicles leased by private carriers, Ch. Trans 150
Weigh station stopping requirements, Ch. Trans 312
Wood harvesting slashers, Ch. Trans 316
TRAPPING
Chippewa treaty rights, Ch. NR 13
Fur bearing animals, NR 10.13
In Horcon National Wildlife Refuge, NR 10.15
In Necedah National Wildlife Refuge, NR 10.16
Muskrats taken in beaver or otter traps, NR 10.01
Open and closed season, NR 10.01
Opening, opening date of season, NR 10.01
Tagging, NR 10.01
Prohibited methods, NR 10.13
Wildcat (bobcat), recording, NR 10.145
TRUCKS
See Motor Carriers; Motor Vehicles
TUBERCULOSIS
See Communicable Diseases
TURKEYS
Wild, hunting, open season, NR 101.02 (1)
Hunting permit, NR 10.25
UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS
Contamination, investigation and remediation, Ch. NR 10.00 to 10.70
Discharge reporting requirements, Ch. NR 700.700 to 750.00
Flammable, combustible and hazardous liquids, Ch. ARTCC
Petroleum environmental cleanup fund Ch. NR 747
Petroleum product contaminated sites, inter–agency roles, Ch. NR 746
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
See also Labor and Industry Review Commission
Ability to work, Ch. DWD 128
Agricultural workers, seasonal, Ch. DWD 147
Appeals, Ch. DWD 141.01 LIRC 2
Availability for work, Ch. DWD 128
Benefit claiming procedures, Ch. DWD 129
Benefit reports, Ch. DWD 123
Benefit year:
Backdating, DWD 129.03
Establishment, DWD 129.02
Benefits, determining eligibility:
Definitions and purpose, DWD 132.001, 132.01
Educational employees, similar terms and conditions, DWD 132.04
Health care facility, abuse of patient, eligibility for benefits after discharge, DWD 132.05
Pre–employment drug testing, substance abuse treatment program and job skills assessment, Ch. DWD 131
Benefits, notices:
Carriers and contract operators, relationship, Ch. DWD 105
Employer reports, Ch. DWD 123
Posters as to claiming unemployment benefits, Ch. DWD 121.01
Seasonal employees, special notice, DWD 120.03
Benefits, payment of, DWD 129.05
Carriers and contract operators, relationship, Ch. DWD 105
Compensation, coverage, taxable wages and reports:
Coverage and liability, conditions, DWD 110.04
Coverage, termination, DWD 110.05
Definitions and purpose, DWD 110.001, 110.01
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VIDEO SERVICE FRANCHISES

Generally Ch. DFF–CCS 20

VOCA TIONAL EDUCATION

See Technical College System

Correspondence courses, for-profit schools, see Safety and Professional Services Department — Educational Approval

VOCA TIONAL REHABIL ITATION

See Workforce Development

WAGES AND HOURS

Agriculture, DWD 272.04

Baby–sitting, DWD 272.06

Board and lodging, DWD 272.03

Caddies, DWD 270.17, 272.06

Camp, seasonal and recreational, minimum wages, DWD 272.07

“Casual employment”, definition, DWD 272.06

Child labor

Age certificate, issuance of, DWD 270.06

Age proof for labor permits and certificates, DWD 270.07

Farming, DWD 270.15

Golf course caddies, DWD 270.17

Hazardous occupations, DWD 270.12, 270.13

Exemptions, DWD 270.14

Hours of labor, DWD 270.11

Minimum wages in various jobs, DWD 270.10

Permit, DWD 270.05

Permit fee, DWD 270.08

Processing perishable foods, DWD 270.16

Prohibited employment, DWD 270.12

Records, to be kept by employer, DWD 270.09

Street trades:

Higher standards applicable, DWD 271.05

Hours of work, DWD 271.04

Identification cards, DWD 271.01

Meal periods, DWD 271.03

Permit fees, DWD 271.02

Volunteer, non-profit employment, DWD 270.18

Wages, minimum, Ch. DWD 272

Colleges and universities, employment of students, DWD 272.085

Department, public works projects, Ch. DWD 294

Definitions, DWD 272.01

Forms, minimum wage, DWD 272.13

Handicapped, DWD 272.09

Homes, private employment in and about, DWD 272.06

Home work, DWD 272.03

Hours worked, interpretation, DWD 272.12

Maximum hours:

Definitions, DWD 274.01

Exemptions, DWD 274.04

Hours of labor, DWD 274.02

Meal period, recommendation, DWD 274.02

Overtime pay, DWD 274.01

Penalties, DWD 274.07

Records, DWD 274.06

Waiver or modification, DWD 274.05

Meals, lodging deductions, DWD 272.04

Mowing lawns, snow shoveling, etc., DWD 272.06

Municipal contracts, public works, wage rates, Ch. DWD 290

One day of rest in seven, DWD 275.01

Orders, applicability, DWD 272.02

Policy, DWD 272.001

Public employees, overtime exemptions, DWD 274.08

Public works building projects, state and municipal, wage rates, Ch. DWD 290

Rates, minimum, DWD 272.03

Records of employer, DWD 218.22, 272.11

Recreational camps, seasonal, DWD 272.07

Sheltered workshops, DWD 272.09

State contracts, public works, wage rates, Ch. DWD 290

Student learners, DWD 272.09

Subcontractors:

Handicapped worker, DWD 272.09

License revocation, refusal to issue, DWD 272.09

Sheltered workshop, DWD 272.09

Student learners, DWD 272.09

Wage licenses, DWD 272.09

Tips, DWD 272.03

Wage deductions, listing, DWD 272.10

Wage rates, municipal and state, public works, Ch. DWD 290

Wages exempt from levy, Ch. DWD 136

WAGES EXEMPT FROM LEVY, CH.

Wages exempt from levy, Ch. DWD 270.06

WAGE RATES, MUNICIPAL AND STATE, PUBLIC WORKS, CH.

WAGE DEDUCTIONS, LISTING, DWD 272.10

WAGE RATES, MUNICIPAL AND STATE, PUBLIC WORKS, CH.

WAGES EXEMPT FROM LEVY, CH.
Interference with public service structures, PSC 185.17
Metered service: Measurement of all water sold, PSC 185.31
Meter readings, PSC 185.32
Records, equipment tests, PSC 185.46
Meters, PSC 185.61 to 185.795
Municipal, tax equivalent, Ch. PSC 109
Pressure, standards, PSC 185.82
Pumping station metering, PSC 185.83
Quality of water, PSC 185.81
Rate schedules and rules: Availability to customers, PSC 185.22
Filing with commission, PSC 185.21
Record of disbursements, PSC 102.01, 102.02
Records: Construction, main and service pipe lines, PSC 185.43
Customer complaints, PSC 185.42
Customers' bills, adjustment, PSC 185.35
Employers authorized to enter customers' premises, PSC 185.41
Location, PSC 185.18
Main flushing, PSC 185.86
Metering equipment, PSC 185.46
Pumpage, PSC 185.45
Metered consumption, PSC 185.85
Retention, PSC 185.19
Service interruptions, PSC 185.44
Reports, forms, PSC 8.07
Rules, authorization, PSC 185.11
Service: Free, or discriminatory, prohibited, PSC 185.15
Frozen services, thawing, PSC 185.88
General requirements, PSC 185.13
Records and reports, PSC 185.44
System losses, PSC 185.85
Water carriers, certificate of public convenience and necessity, Ch. RR 4
Water system, waterworks and wastewater treatment, Ch. NR 114
Well code, Ch. NR 812
Well compensation program, Ch. NR 123
Well driller and pump installer registration, Ch. NR 46
Wetland conservation activities, Ch. NR 353
Wetlands and waterway permit decisions, fees, Ch. NR 300
Wetlands compensatory mitigation, Ch. NR 350
Wetlands, water quality standards, Ch. NR 103
Wisconsin water management and conservation, Ch. NR 142
Withdrawal from state waters, Ch. NR 142
Conservation and use efficiency program, Ch. NR 852
Great Lakes basin, withdrawal fees, Ch. NR 850
Registration and reporting, Ch. NR 856
WATER POLLUTION
See Environmental Protection; Water
WATERCRAFT
See Boat Registration and Regulation
WATERFOWL
Baiting prohibited, NR 10.12
Closed areas, Ch. NR 11
Hunting from roads or railroads prohibited, NR 10.05
Hunting hours, NR 10.06
Migratory:
Baiting prohibited, NR 10.12
Decoys, live, use of in hunting prohibited, NR 10.12
Horicon managed goose hunt, NR 10.15
Hunting from blind, NR 10.12
Hunting from boat, NR 10.12
Prohibited methods of hunting, NR 10.12
Open and closed seasons, NR 10.01
Sandhill Wildlife Demonstration Area, Wood County, hunting on permit only, NR 10.22
WATERWORKS
Drinking water, generally, Ch. NR 809
Community water systems:
Operation and design, Ch. NR 811
Plans and specifications review for projects and operations, Ch. NR 108
Public water systems, operation and maintenance, Ch. NR 810
Community water systems, Ch. NR 811
Public water systems, Ch. NR 810
Safe drinking water loan program, Ch. NR 166
Systems, operators of, certification, Ch. NR 114
WEAPONS, CONCEALED CARRY
Former federal law enforcement officers, certification, Ch. JR 18
Licenses, Ch. JR 17
WEATHER MODIFICATION
Generally, Ch. ATCP 54
WELL COMPENSATION PROGRAM
Awards, termination, NR 123.08
Claims, denial, NR 123.06
Contamination determination, NR 123.04
Environmental damage, NR 123.09
Funds, allocation, NR 123.05
Private water supply awards, NR 123.20 to 123.27
Variances, NR 123.07
WELL CONSTRUCTION
County administration and enforcement, Ch. NR 845
Driller and pump installer registration, Ch. NR 146
Existing installations, NR 812.42
General:
Approvals, department, NR 812.09
Contracts for nonconforming installations, NR 812.04
Cooperation with department, NR 812.03
Definitions, NR 812.07
Drinking water standards, NR 812.06
Injection, prohibited, NR 812.05
Pollutants, disposal of, NR 812.05
Well reservoir and spring location, NR 812.08
Groundwater monitoring wells, Ch. NR 141
Injection wells, Ch. NR 815
Pump installation, NR 812.27 to 812.41
Standards of construction:
Abandonment, NR 812.26
Bedrock formations, NR 812.14
Casing and liner pipe materials, NR 812.17
Driller and constructor requirements, NR 812.10
Driven point wells, NR 812.23
Dug type, NR 812.24
Equipment and materials, NR 812.11
Finishing operations, NR 812.22
Flowing wells, NR 812.15
General drilled type, NR 812.12
Gravel-pack construction, NR 812.16
GROUTING AND SEALING, NR 812.20
Liners, NR 812.21
Plumbness and alignment, NR 812.19
Springs, NR 812.25
Unconsolidated formations, NR 812.13
Welding, NR 812.18
Variances, NR 812.43
WILDCARD CONSERVATION
Genetically, NR 19.09
WILD RIVERS
Management, Ch. NR 302
WILDLIFE EXHIBITS
See Captive Wildlife
WILDLIFE Refuges
Horicon managed goose hunt, NR 10.15
Horicon marsh wildlife refuge:
Bow and arrow hunting, NR 10.15
Horicon marsh upland deer hunt, NR 10.15
Trapping, NR 10.15
Horicon National Wildlife Refuge, NR 10.15
Hunting or trapping restricted or prohibited, Ch. NR 15
Meat wildlife area, NR 15.03
Necedah National Wildlife Refuge, Juneau county, NR 10.16
Trapping, NR 10.16
Sandhill wildlife demonstration area:
Deer hunting, NR 10.22
Waterfowl, NR 10.22
Wood county, NR 10.22
WISCONSIN CORPORATE TAKEOVER LAW
Generally, Ch. DFF–Sec 21 to 29
Federal law, conforming to, Ch. DFF–Sec 28
WISCONSIN–MINNESOTA BOUNDARY
WATERS
Fishing, regulated, Ch. NR 21
WISCONSIN VETERANS HOME
Admission, VA 6.01
Commandant, duties and responsibilities, VA 6.02
Conduct on Home property, VA 6.03
Eligibility, determination, VA 6.01
Employee, VA 6.06
Members:
Care, VA 6.01
Conduct, VA 6.04
Discharges, VA 6.05
Discipline, VA 6.05
Leaves of absence, VA 6.05
Responsibilities, VA 6.04
Traffic on Home property, VA 6.03
WISCONSIN WATER MANAGEMENT AND CONSERVATION
Consumptive use, determination, NR 142.04
Department investigations, NR 142.09
Great Lakes basin water loss, NR 142.07
Withdrawal fees, Ch. NR 850
Water loss approval, NR 142.06
Water loss, determination, NR 142.05
WISCONSIN WORKS (W–2)
Child care, DCF 101.20
Eligibility, DCF 101.09
Employer criteria, DCF 101.14
Employment displacement, grievance procedure, DCF 101.055
Good cause determination, DCF 101.20
Job access loan, DCF 101.17
Learnfare, DCF 101.24
Overpayments, recovery of, DCF 101.23
Payment procedures, DCF 101.19
Two-parent families, DCF 101.27
W–2 agency responsibilities, DCF 101.05
Work programs, DCF 101.16
Worker training, DCF 103
WOODLAND TAX LAW
Generally, Ch. NR 46
WORKER’S COMPENSATION
See also Labor and Industry Review Commission
Appeal, procedure, Ch. LIRC 3
Dispute resolution process:
Health service fee, DWD 80.72
Health service necessity of treatment, DWD 80.73
Insurance policies, termination, Ch. Ins 21
Loss of hearing, determination, DWD 80.25
Loss of vision, determination, DWD 80.26
Reports:
Duty, DWD 80.02 (1)
Electronic reporting, DWD 80.02 (3)
Self-insurance, DWD 80.00
Treatment guidelines, Ch. DWD 81
Vocational rehabilitation benefits, DWD 80.49
WORCESTERSHIRE COUNTY
Genetically, Ch. NR 46
Minimum wages, Ch. DWD 272
Maximum hours of work, Ch. DWD 274
Migrant labor, Ch. DWD 301
New hires, state directory, Ch. DWD 142
Public works construction contracts, Chs. DWD 290 to 294
Street trades, Ch. DWD 271
Trade adjustment assistance, waiver of recovery, Ch. DWD 135
Traveling sales crews, Ch. DWD 273
Unemployment insurance, Chs. DWD 100 to 150

Vocational rehabilitation:
  Appeal procedures, Ch. DWD 75
  Confidential information, Ch. DWD 68
  Selection of services, order of, Ch. DWD 65
Wages and hours, Ch. DWD 272
Child labor, Ch. DWD 270
Employment agents, private, required to be licensed, Ch. DWD 277
Hours, maximum, Ch. DWD 274
Levy exemption, Ch. DWD 136
One day of rest in seven, Ch. DWD 275

Rates, municipal and state, public works, Chs. DWD 290 to 294
Street trades, Ch. DWD 271
Whistleblower protection, Ch. DWD 224
Worker’s compensation, Chs. DWD 80, 81

X-RA Y EQUIPMENT
See also Electric.
Dental intraoral, DHS 157.78
Hospitals, radiology department, DHS 124.18
Radiation protection, generally, Ch. DHS 157
Veterinary, DHS 157.79